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FOREWORD

-

by David Rostet'ter

This proceedings document is, one in a. series of activi-
ties and,' products resulting from a spirit of cooperation
among several' groups with a common interest: an increase,
of quality services to young handicapped minority childrerfand their families. A previous document, Issues of CommonConcern, was the fifst formal step toward building a firmfoundation in a three-year effort to recognize and deal with
some of the unique and diffidult problems confronting young
minority children and their families. The foundation for thiseffort is the Minority Leadership Consortium, comprised of'minority leaders who diredt and coordinate local and state
pro)ects funded by the Handicapped Children's Early Educa-Ho, Program.

Several significant events have occurred in the year
since the Consortium was formed. First in, response to the
Consortium Steering Committee's proposal for fiscal support,
the Office of, Special Education awardpr,d a service contract
to International Business Services, Inc. Second, the two
HCEEP Technical Assistance agencies, HCEEP staff,. in the0 Office of Special Education, and the Consortium cooperated
in planning and conducting the 1980 workshop that resultedin this document. its content reflects the comnfitment ofthese professionals to confront and develop solutions to the
t issiies Involved in proViding -quality services to. minoritychildren and their families. The ao5umerit also reveals the
tremendous pcftential of this collaborative effort to substan-
tially, influence the deliveiy. of services to all children.The future of this effort is now secure, with the con-tinued interest of the, COnsortium, OSE staff; TADS,

,VESTAR, and the, assistance. of International Business Ser-fvices. Other-products and activities are. forthcoming which'will prove:to be I great benefit to-chlidren and their fami-00 and the dedicated professionals wbo serve them.
a
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.INTRODUCTION

Program Strategies for Cultural Diversity is the Pro-
ceedings. of the 1980 HCEEP Minority Leadership Workshop, r.
held on June 22-25 in Arlington, Virginia. The workshop
was the second sponsored by the Office of Special Education
(U.S-. Department of_Education) for minority, project admi-
nistrators in the Hindicapped Children's Early Educatron
Program (HCEEP), a federal program to develop exemplary.
services for habdicapped young children. The workshop
was planhed and conducted by the HCEEP technical assist-
anee agencies (the,Technical Assistance. Development System
and the Wpstern States Technical Assistance Resource),
with the, fooperation of the HCEEP Minority Leadership
Ccihsortium.

The Minority ,Leadership , Consortium, comprised of.
HCEEP minority 'project directors and coordinators across
the country (Part 3), Was firstconceived in the mid-'70s
and fdrmally organized as the result of a similar OSE
sponsored workshop held. m May, of 1979., The consortium yo
determined as its purpoies .-to create a nationally visible
means througtr which minority -leaders could address con-
cerns- related to the develOproent of model service programs,
and to encourage and support an increase of minority-
directed programs within the HCEEP network. During the
past years since the first leadership workshop and the or-
ganizati. of Ithe Consortium, thii group has worked closely
with OSE, TADS, and WESTAR to accomplish significant ad-
vances in minority leadership within the HCEEP, network.
The proceedings of the.. 1979 workshop, Issues of Common
Concern, were .publish0 by, the technical assistance agen-
-CleiThial distributed throughout H CEEP; ,the 'Consortium se-
lected its own steering committee for leadership and repre-
sentation with OSE and the early childhood/special education
field; and the Consortium submitted a proposal, reqyesting
financial support of its activities to OSE. In response to-
the proposal, OSE awarded a contract to International Busl-

P ness Services, Inc. (IBS) in Washington, D.C., whiCh is
,
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now working together with the Consortium,, the TA agen-
cies, and OSE in support of the Consortium's- goals. IBS
activities' will include developing materials specific to mi-
nority-directed and minority population progrIens, estab-
lishing a communications network among .minority-directed
',Projects and the-'early childhood/special education field, and
providing qther assistance to OSE and the Consortium.

The Minority Leadership Consortium was actively in-
volved in the planning of the 1980 Minority Leadership
Workshop,. which proved to be bn opportunity for the mi-
nority leaders to: (11 build and strengthen, linkages arhong
themselves related to the development of model programs for
handicapped children, (2) recommend strategies for dealing
withproblems faced by minority project administratorg, (3)
communicate pith the Minority Leadership Consortium about
their activities and accomplishments, and (4) establish an
organizational structure for the Minority Leadership Con-
sqrtium in 1980-81.

The workshop planning committee was comprised of re-
presentatives from the Minority Consortium Steering Com-
mittee,, 06E, TADS, and WESTAR. The firs't planning ac-s
tivity was the development of a survey to elicit topical areas
and minority-specific issues tb be addressed at the work-
shop. Three sources of input for the survey were evalua-
tion data from ,the 1979 workshop, the results of previously
conducted needs assessments by TAD and WESTAR, and
the ideas and suggestions of the minority ,leaders them-
selves. Through the survey of all. Consortium members,
ten content areas related to model development and the field
of early childhood/special education were identified; in addi-

. tion, minority professionals were selected to be resource
persons for the workshop. (See Part 3 for the work-
shop agenda and names of resource persons.) The resulting
agenda provided for large group presentations,.followed by
small group sessions to discuss strategies related to the
topic, and for panel presentations,follOwed by question/ans-
wer sessions. The results of the participant valuation of
the workshop are incleuded in Part 3.

This document is divided into three parts. The first
includes the large group presentations, followed by
the recommended strategies generated by th participants as
they related to minority program. administration. The second
part is a summary of the panel presentations given at the
workshop; the third, a compendium of supplementary

ninformatio regarding the Minority Leadership Consortium,
the Resburce Persons present at the ,conference, the a-
genda, and the workshop evaluation report.

In summary, the Minority Leadership Congortium is
.working to address issues important to maintaining a viable,
cohesive organization. This workshop was an opportunity
for the group to select new steering committee members, to



.,.

identify improved means of communicating with the member-
ship, to move closer, to the attainment of its goals, and to

examine areas for future development.

I '\.0
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Part 1
..
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.

Topical Presentations and Strategies

- ... .

Part 1 includes topical presentatiOns reflecting the
expressed interests of participants related to model
progrgms. Each chapter is folloWed by strategies
generated by the participants regarding the' topical
issues. .

I.
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'Trends in Cultural Pluralism and
Assessment of Minority Group Chiidien
Jean E. Wofford

(

.
, .

Diversity among, cultures is a normal _social phenome-
non. A Icey concern whiCh faces minority,, groupi.
America is -how without being jeopardized, this .diversity

, can be organized so that the individuals among variant'
subcultural groups can impress upon thbse of the majority.
Culture that. multicultural diversity is legitimate and en-
-nancive. - 1.

By looking at, the pu blic education systems preschool
' through pogtsecondary school, one can gee hoW the, majority

culture conventionally receives the idea of multicuttur-at° di-
Afersity: In their attempts to simplify the2 world, people

rcontInup to .stereotype by grouping people. together
disregard,ing individual uniqueness and cultural variety.
-Stereotyping,' as discussed by Allport (1950 in Ills cla,ssic
book on prejudice, js one of the common way people
manage their social lives.; One Major; problem wither
Stereotyping is that it ignores reality and destroyS .the
possibility of.learning fro cultural and individual dif-
ferences; thus, stereotyping .has -no place in educatiqn, in
educational planning, pr in educationa asse-isment.

THE NEED FOR
NONDISCRIMINATORY ASSESSMENT

Ie

;Educational planning' relies upon functional- character-.
0 istics, that is, upon how children perform as determined by

:psychological, social, and physical conditions. Functional
data- ar4 collected through asses's\ent. The problem of
assessment,- however, =is particularly vexed when applying .

instruments and procedures across Verse. linguistic and
cultural groups, I for assessment instruments are not
universally applicbble across cultural ,groups, and those who

4o-
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administer assessments do not always have the training,
expertise, or cultural sensitivity to deal effectively with

-minority group populations.' Furthermore, functional char-
acteristics themselves can be perceived by others as simply
sources, for new, stereotypes. A common frustration of
diagnotticians is that functional data made available to edu-
cators are not 'always incorporated into educational
planning; instead, the data often are used to create more.
stereotypes.

T.he roblem is 'how to talk about cultures or sub-
cultures without simply providing yet more sophisticated
ways to distinguish the groups with more stereotypes. In a
sense, what should be remembered is that when we talk
about cultural differences, we talk about how we are like
some people and unlike some othd people. But there are
two other levels operating here which' apply to the
individual: in some ways we are like no othir person, but
in others ways we are like all other people. Whatever we
know about a group's shared characteristics, these other
levels cannot be ignored.

Whatever culture a child is from, he or she -is-human,
able to learn, to think, and to feel, and cultural dif-
ferences are small compared to these similarities. However,
in other ways a particular _child is, _like no other, and
knowing something about the particular culture from which
the child comes' does not excuse educators from their
obligation and responsibility to know the' child as an
individual, unique frOm other individuals, and to respond to
the child's special needs with an individualized Plan of
instructioil. Educators are hindered in the development of
1pdividualked Educational FSrograms because the majority of

`standardized assessment tools used to make detisious about
minority group, children do not recognize \the vaTidity of ,
multiculturalism on.polylingualism.

Assessment measures which, .have 'been. standardized
from a 'white middle-class population are inappropriate and
invalid- Measures `for determining or diagnosing behavioral
conditions of minority group ,children, e.g., -Native
American, -Black., Chicano. Given- the complexities
associated with the "testing movement" in America, many
children are being misdiagnosed, mislabled, arid thus
mistreited. Prioilty appears to h5ve silifted to meeting
requirements of public laws and mandates with little regard
given Ao the ,future of the -children. who -are victims of
reporting requirement§ and categories. It is unfortunate
that services to children with special needs are contingent
upon a label. Moreover, the ghildren often wear the labels

'for life. .,,.
)c.aminers---slaourd bt aware of the assessment tools in -

light of the normative,, ata-culture, primary langt.tage..

6



sex, and 'social status. To ignore these factors only per-
petuates failure among ,culturally different children. In
addition, the attitudes and expectations of the examiners
and the minority children are often divergent, and
frequently cultural clash interferes so much with the
assessment prctess that the children's cultdral norms and
interactional practices are violated, Som,.....traits that may
clash are language expectations, communication styles,
learning styles, and behavioral repertoires. These-- points' of conflict are often overlooked during the assessment
process, and seldom are the children's protests-er-attempts
*to change 'the assessment situation taken into consideration,
even though these give clues to ,what the children find
intolerable, unsuitable, boring, or threatening. It must be
'remembered that the examiner's attitudes and expectations
about specific groups, the environment in which the
assessment is made,, and the instruments used influence the
responses of the children favorably or unfavorably.

COGNITIVE STYLE,:
RELATIONAL OR At4ALYTICAL

Another area which has received much attention and is
directly related toassessment procedures is the cognitive
style of childrenhow children receive and process
information. It has been postulated that cognitive styles
are either predetermined by the nature of the organism, or
that they are the result of .idiosyncratic early experiences
Bch have developed into learning pathways as the result
orrandom trials in problem settings. In a series of studies
on cognitive styles, Cohen 41968) investigated the -generic--
requirements for pupil performance in school, :the cognitive
framewerk., from which such requirements were derived, and
the comparative language styles of low-indome ,groups.'
These studies resulted in the Identification of;two mutually
incompatible conceptual styles--relational and analytic.
Each style is believed to affect a person's ability to select,
orgahize, and process informttion.

The analytic style, often calksci stimulus-centered, is
characterized by a formal or anei mode of abstracting
Salient information from a stimulus',, %Ts, parts-specific, that
is, parts or attributes of a given s lus have meaning in
themselves. The relational style, more commonly called
self-centered, is characterized by a descriptive mode; it is
called self-centered because only the global characteristics
of a stimulus have meaning, and these only in reference to
some total context.

. 13



Several measures were used to distinguish analytic and
relational cognitive style's among children: standardized
tests of intelligence -and achievement, reading cbmprehension
and language tests, psychological tests, 'observations, and
interviews. In addition, many school-related learning
characteristics, such as length and intensity of attention
and preferences of optional reading material were used.

Since conceptual styles across- racial and cultural
groups- have not been 4 systematically explored, the author
questions Cohen's (19 ) findings that relational modes of
cogniiye organization are dominant among persons from
low-incomd environments, while analytic modes are common
in the middle class. While the research procedures used to
define the two groups certainly affect the, reliability and
validity of these findings, there 'remains the need, for
further study into the cognitive styles and conc'eptualization
processes of minority group children.. The learning
environments of most public and private educational
programs are founded on an analytic ideology; that is, the
psychological, social, academic, and linguistic requirements
of the program are designed for "analytic" children,: In
general, the cognitive 'characteristics of the relational style
and its sociorbehavioral resiffonse patterns' have been
cdnsidered disruptive to time analytically, oriented learning
environment. Analytic and relational cognitive styles. are so
discordant that a minority child, whose preferred mode of
cognitive orghnization is relational, is Unlikely to be
rewarded socially or academically in the analytic setting. A
conflict evolves when the child's native abilities, back-
ground experiences and -behavioral and informational
repertoire appear inadequate or problematic. 'It is likely
not the child, however,' but the conflicting learning
environment ,and teaching styles which are in fact
inadequate.

IMPROVING SERVICES
FOR MINORITY CHILDREN

The effective delivery of appropriate education ser-
vices to minority group children is thus dependent upon
several factors:

1. Improved attitudes and understanding of indi-
vidual and cultural differences,

2. Increased awareness and sensitivity to these dif-
ferences, .,

614
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3.
4.

5 5.
6.

7.

8.

cv

Active involvement of parents in decision making,
Viewing pargnts as contributing resources,
Coordinating and ,linking community services,
Improved 'observation and record keeping skills
among educators,
Improved .staff development and teacher prepara-
tion programs:'
Understanding the comprehensive provisions of
federal legislation andsadVances mandated by the/
courts which guarantee persons with handicapping
conditions the right to an appropriate, free, pub-
lic education and related services(

. This paper has highlighted some Wends in culture)
pluralism and,the`assessment of minority group children and
the need for increased sensitivity and awareness. Although
attempts are -being made .to improve the quality of .educe-
tional and related services^equitably, traditional educational
practices and attitudes are basically. unchanged. Further-
more, because of the fAultif design and inflexibility of many
assessment instruments and the cultural insensitivity of
many examiners, assessment data concerning minority chil-
dren do not accurately reflect the actual learning abi 'es
of -those children. The data can be used to posit bio e cal
or psychological bases for' leening problems which act Ily
arise from the often disadvantageous interface between t-
nority students and the educational assessment process.- 14
order to remedy and to identify the real problems, 'we must
ins-titute.-ah assessment process which is responsive to, and
which encompasses the diversity _among, the various -cultural
groups comprising our society.
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WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS;
RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES

FOR NONDISCRIMINATORY ASSESSMENT

GOAL: To implement lesSilliased mciank of
assessi6g minority preschool-children.

To implement' nondiscriminatOry- assessment' pro-
cedures, project leaders can:
1. Observe the assessment process with new

examiners; including the examiner's skills,
the test, and the test administration.

2. Contact Child Find, located in predominantly'
minority 'moles, for listing of their assess-
ment instruments.

3. Consult ERIC and Current Index to Journals
of Education (CIJE) for cross-listing of a-
vailable publications and publishers of
minority assessment tools.

4. Document local variables affecting the
development of less biased instruments.

5. Encourage publishers to .revise and stand-
ardize current instruments for use with
minority populations.

6. Arrange for an informational ,conference on
. the selection and use of assessment instrii-

ments for minority handicapped children.

7. Take the first step to correct° inappropriate
assessment procedures by using criterion-
referenced and functional evaluations for

. children which have more direct bearing on
instructional strategies.

8. Select a competent assessor who shares and
understands the child's culture and language
and who is able to establis13, good rapport
with and.. properly adminrster tests to
minority-hindicapped children.

.116
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Planning and Implementing Pieigrain
Evaluation s'
Patricia Gandara' l

.1

.
0.

,t

The issue of developing` evaluation designs clt areboth culturally relevant and culturally sensitive h s n verbeen given its deserved atteition. Controversies FIX/esurrounded many of the major national evaluations
involved minority subjects, yet littlf effort hai been madeon the part of the research community as a whole .toimprove the/. sensitivity of its methods. A 'good case inpoint is much of the evaluation research which has beenconducted on Head Start programs, A number of
methodologically. defensible studies have been dqne which
were not necessarily relevant to the populations served orconsistent with the', goals considered important by the,.communities. Researchers who were busily ,measuring IQpoint gains missed the message that parents were moreinterested in whether their children were having 'a positive

,.schooling experience, than' in their children's IQs. Thoseevaluationg also .often failed to, take into account other
important roles that Had Start played in the community.

THREE MASOR QUESTtONS
IN DEVELOPING AN EFFECTIVE DESIGN

N.,

In attempting to develop an evaluation design that istruly sensitive to the unique aspects of the Communitywhich a program*serves, three*major questions must beasked: (1) What is the purpose of the evaluation? (2) Doesthe evaluation design allow for an assessment of implementa-tion1 and (3) Do the proposed evaluation objectives match-the program's goals? The discussion which follows will ad-dress' each of these questions.

9 17.



First, evaluation may serve many purposes. Through
evaluation, a program's existence can 3e justified to the
appropriate funding agencies which need to know if a

program is doing what it set out to do. By showing,
whether or not the procedures which were outlined in the
initial proposal were actually followed, evaluations help
determine if a program was properli implemented.,
Evaluation makes it possible to assess what part of a

program was most effective and to determine what kinds of
changes could be made to improve it. Furthermore,
through evaluation the suitability of a program for a par-

- titular population can be determined, and a synthesis 'of
data provided from various evaluations will 'increase the
body of knowledge about how certain educational processes

.function.
A single evaluation effort may include any number of

goals. Once these goals' are defined, however, it is
possible to isolate who the pnary audience(s) of the
evaluation will be. Defining the audience is critical to any
evaluation, since it will shape the methods used as well as
the way results will be presented.

Second, the importance of including an implementation
assessment in the evaluation design cannot be over-
emphasized. It does little good to know if a program was
effective or not, if it is, not known whether the prescribed
procedures were, in fact, followed. If a new director was
hired midway through the evaluation period and decided to
make' major -changes in a program, its success or failure
cannot be attributed to the original program pl n. By .

knowing the degree to which a program was inipl ented,
an evaluator can attribute the .results of the aluation
either to the proceduies which were outlined in the origirial,
proposal or to other factors. An evaluation of implementa-
tion need . not- be elaborate; it may consist of only a
detailed checklist of activities and procedures. As many
'staff members as possible, however, should participate in
this phase of the evaluation, and under no circumstances
should it be overlooked.

Third, whether or not the proposed evaluation
objectives",match a program's goals can only be determined

, by systematically identifying thegoals. and comparing them
against the objectives of' the evaluation design or plan. It
is important not inly that the program 'goalg be listed as
they ',were laid cot in the funding proposal., but also that
any chapes, which may have occt,u-red in program goals
since the proposal ,was written be noted. 'When the program

. goals 'are laid side by side wjitt the, design objectives, they
should match. Thus, if the obOctive of a program is to
'increase English language' reading skills in a group of
bilingual students, the -design objectives should include a
measurement of reading level in English. They should not

8



include a measurement of Spanish reading ability, unless
there' is reason to believe that this ability would be affected
by English instruction. The design objectives also should

' not include a test of concept development.
Once a congruence between program goals and

evaluation ' design objectives has been established, and
assuming that the staff has already grappled with the
problem of making the program relevant to the population it
is serving, the evaluation team must assess Whether- the
design provides.for a culturally sensitive evaluation of the
program goals. Two major considerations are: methods and
measures.

EVALUATION METHODS AND MEASURES

It is important to remember in designing a program
evaluation that such design requires a complete shift of
mental set from the specific to the general. Methods and-
measures which 'ere appropriate for individuals ma i not be
appropriate for an evaluation, andNice versa. \,

The methods used will depend largely on the goals of
the evaluation and its primary audience; they will also
depend on the resources available to carry out the
evaluatidn. A good evaluation need not be extremely
complex, but it must be carefully planned. Obviously, the
more comprehensive the evaluation, the more the evaluation
will cost. ponscientious evaluators are always caught in t
the struggle between doing a thorough evaluation and doingone, one that fits within their -budget constraints. Usually a
comprOmise must be reached. .

Same important .concerns with respect to methods used
in minority programs are: Who -will collect the data? and''
How will the data collection 'take place? There is some
evidence which suggests that both the methOd used in
gathering information from _subjects and the racial or ethnic
background of the tester,,orinterviewer are important
variables w ch may affect the outcome of the data. In

yrorder to nimize the possible effec s of these variables,
the. feasibilit;:fof using data collect s who at least are
familiar with t cultural backgrounds of the subjects, who
preferably sh the same cultural background, and who
speak the primary language of the subjects should be
considered.' Th individuals should also be trained in the
data-collecti procedures used,. and part of their training,
should focus on culture-specific issues--for example, what
kinds qf questions are likely to pose a problem for this
particular group and how data collectors need to presen/

1,11.
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certain material- so that no misunderstandings occur between
themselves and the.subjects.: " .

Figure 1 presents an efficient means for lookin t
current methods of evaluation. The figure represents "bole
quantitative and qualitative methods which measure outcomesjr (the effects of a program at its completion `and process
the effects of a program throughout its implerri,entation). It
is pos§kble to use a number of methods to Iodic at a single
variable, a single method to look at a number of variables,
or a combination of methods and variables. The decision
will probably be b'ased in good part on the financial
resources available' to each, program as well as on the
appropriateness of various methodologies and the amount
and kind of information desired a d needed.

. . Pretesting/Posttesting (up r left quadrant) is an
example of the classic methrlo gy for looking at program
outcomes. Data on some variable(s) are collected at the
beginning of the program, then again at the end of the
"treatment, period." In this way the evaluator can assess
change from entry to exit time. If comparison or control
,groups are used, the evaluator may be able to judge if a
significant portion' of the change is actuatly due to the
treatment, in this, case, the program. In evaluation re-
search, this kind of design enjoys a Considerable amount of
credibility. However, it also ha, a number of
'shortcomings, some of which are especially important to
consider when evaluating minority programs.

Type of Data

e

Quantitative

Qualitative

FIGURE 1

Four Methods of Evaluation

5

Type of Evaluation ,
Outcome Process

Pretest/Posttest Observation Rating1

Scale

Preobservation/
Postobservation ,

Ethnography,
interview

4

,,A typical problem' in pretestingretesting and posttesting is'--\
insufficient time. The end of the treatment period does not
necessarily signal the end of the impact of the program.
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The real impact may be felt. later, or conversejy, an effect
at the end of the program may "wash out" a short time .

. later. In addition, although this method describes whether
or not a program produced%gains in its participants, it does
not describe how or which aspects were mdst effective.
Hence, the data collected do not help improve the methods'
of the people who work in the p ogram, for the data do not
show why a program either ucceeds or fails. Anothe'r°
shortcoming of pretesting sttestiog that it does not `.
provide any information about changes in the' treatment plan
which frequently take place during , the course of i ;-""i
administration, nor does it address the question of. level or --
implementation, which, therefore, must take place sepa- _rately.

Finally, because the tests . themselves are Often
, intrusive and unnatural,. the evaluation itself may cause '

artifacts in the data. Children, especially handicapped and
minority children, are often tested in -unnatural settings,,
etc. The tests.are also highly dependent on the quality of
the_ measures, a serious problem, to be discUssed. later.
Because of these shortcomings, pretesting/posttesting is
best used to provide justification. of program to funding
agency.

Observation Rating Scales (upper right quadrant) offer
an evaluation methodology which allows data to be collected '
in context in such a way that they may still be quantified.
Thus, comparisons and summative statements about the
program, (e.g., positive interactions between children) may.
still be made. Beyond producing quantifiable data,
Observation ,Rating Scales avoid the problems of tests' and
instruments, provide more natural data, and allow for
built-in implementation assessment.

The disadvantages with Observation Raring SCales are
that interrater reliabilities are extremely hard to get, a'nd
the observer can be intrusive and artificial, thus creating...4
data artifacts. Furthermore, rating scales reduce rich
qualitative information to numbers which sometimes obscure
what is actually happening. A final disadvantage is that
these scales are costly and shOuld,,be used randomly at
intervals. Thus, .the best use for Observation Rating
scales is to evaluate in-house staff development for fundieg
agencies where, tests are, inappropriate or inadequate`." '

PreobservatioR/Postobservation techniques (lower left
quadrant allow an evaluator to retain 'rich observationd
data and still' make a summative statement about a program.
This method also'avoids the problems of instrumentation and
is less costly than the process-oriented evaluation for it
requires data collection at only two points. Nevertheless,
as with all qualitative' data,- there is a good amount ,of
subjectivity which often slacks credibility, and although. a
summative statement can be made, it is difficult to make

13



comparisons.
.

Further More, like pretesting/posttestrng, this
kind of observation method does` not ,explain what happens

,between entry and exit' points. This method is pest used
in combination with pretesting/posttesting in order to
provide descriptive data whith make theGgvaluation richer.

oObservation can preseritr important information lost in tests
1 and bring out succe*ses that are not recorded in.

:-pretesting/posttesting.' 3;4.

Ethnography and interview (lower .right quadrant) '
produce very .rich data which can bring a program to life,4 and promote an understanding of what really happens and ,
how. However, on their own, ethnography and interview._ ,
techniques too have serious disadvantages. The ',primary-

.%disadvantage is subjectivity; hence, ,clata are :nob- o
. quantitative, nons4mmative, and do not facilitate

comparisons. Moreover?, the interview can be intr ive; the
interview 'r. also can be wstly, becaute of diffi ulty in
managing data. , .4,, .-

... Ethnography and intervrew methods, then, are best a Lrused to add' to the body of knowledge in the field and to, 'V
provide information about how a program works for in-house

P

purposs;r they also provide strategies for collecting imple- a
rz,mentation, data.

The most important and frequently the most contro-
versial aspect of evaluation is determining the measures ,to
be used. A measure can be anytOng that is used, to collect
data; it may be a test, . a questionnaire, an interview, lb a
number of othe,things. In most evaluatiops of 'educational
programs serving children, it is a test. When tests are
used with minority c,hildren there is, and rightly so, -almost
always reason for concern. However, it is critically im-
portant to keep in mind the important distinction between
tests which are used to evaluate individual children and
tests which are used to evaluate effects of programs on
groups of children....._The same test may be used an both
ways. However,'a test which may be totally inadequate to
do the former may be the best choice to accomplish the '
la tter.

Since the validity of an evaluation often rides on "The,
appropriateness and the soundness of the measures or
instruments used, Ft is imperative .that a thorough.'
examination of the instruments be made before committifg to
their use and that careful training fbr" their administration
be incorporated into data-collection prtkedures. If there is
a third -party evaluator, training ana self- examination flare
especially important. Key questions tea ask during the ex-
aminatiorr are:

-
1.. Aie, the measurement items culturally appropriate?
2. Is the language of the instrument such that it

be easily interpreted- by The subjects? Are trans- .
lations needed?

14
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3. Has the instrument been used in evaluations like
,... this before? If not, has it been piloted on a

sample. similaP to the present one? What is its °
record? ,

4. What is the instrumen 's race-"Patislity? How does- it look?
Finally, if an evaluation is being performed in order to,

justify program funding, a third-party evaluation should be
consider,ed. The -,,third-party evaluator not only lends' -
crg,dibility to the evaluation, but also is often able toprovide a perspective on the -evaluattioh that would be
Impossible to achieve by the individuals who are already
involved in the program. On the other hand,- third -party
evaluators are not alwKs sensitive to important aspects of a
program, and a -common criticism Of such evaluations is thatthey miss the real( point of the, program or attempt to -
measure the 'wrong variables. In order to get around this_
problem, two specific strategies- shoUld,be _considered.

First, there should be coordinated, or cooperative
effort on the part of the evaluator. and the program
directors. In a cooperative third-party evaluation, the
evaluator has the final woad with respect to the design,
methodg, and measures, but he or she makei frequent
checks' with the prograrh staff to ensure that, as the design
develops, both parties are in agreement in these area. A
second strategy involves developing a 4 smaller scale
complementary or supplementary evaluation that is carried
out by program staff. 'This, of course, requires extra time
and money, but can .be juStified from the perspective that
such an in-house evaluation can help Make better sense of
the third-party evaluator's results and better use of hiss orher findings. This in-house evaluation should idett,- an
evaluation of implementation.

Developing culturally relevant evaluation 4g s,then, involve,s not only defining the purpose elf the
evaluation, assessing its imprenke atio_
evaluation objectives with the tirogra goals, but also

ntry nd aligning Vie
ensuring that measures used are appropriate to the target
population and that evaluator's are informed about the goals
and objectives of minority programs. Therefore, evaluation
methods must be selected, or designed carefully to *ensure
that they are in accordance with the goals of \he evaluation
and its prima rypudience. Only through *these means can

%. programs administe evaluations which are relevant and
culturally sensitive to the minority pdpulations which, the9
serve.
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d WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS'
RECOMMENDED ST RA7EG I ES
FOR PROGRAU EVALUATION

GOAL: To identify ways to evaluate HCEEP
programs which are sensitive to the interaction of
handicapping conditions with minority group
status.

To evaluate programs, project leaders can:
1. Identify appropriate third -party evaluations

by -examining his or her previous project
evaluatio-P1s, JDRP record, and interest in

..handicapped minority children.
2. Include funds for evaluation as line items in

budget.
3. Seek from OSE or the TA agencies a listing

of instruments, data collection and recording
struments and formats acceptable.for JDRP.

- 4. Include ethnographic study within evaluation
desigra for minority programs.

5. Make the decision early, in program develop-
ment if JDRP is a goal, because of the JDRP
data requirements.

6. Use informal assessments in light of the, fol-
lowing modifications:

a. adopt materials -and items Vohich are
familiar 'to children"

b. use parent input for modification
c. pbserve environmAntal setting of the' -

children Thome as well . as school) .
d. use pre- and inservice training to

establish test examination procedures
which are culturally sensitive

e.__ +consider reexamination of the children
Periodically, even if examiner iepre-
sents the same ethnic /cultural group

f. use -parent in gathering informal as-
sessment data

7. ExaAline the,..r-eliability, validity, and stand-
ardization of any instrument used to assess
the children. .

,g4
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81 Directors should have direct contact in hiring'
and continual comrpunication with third-party
evaluators.
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Developing, Implementing, and
Dissemitkating the Educational,Model
Henry E. Hankerson

ti

INTRODUCTION

The Handicapped, Children' Earl `Education Program is
Concerned with the development- of quality educational'
models to serve handicapped children and their families.
Epch. FICEEP project progresses through stages of con--
ceptualizing, planhihg, and Implementing a model progrpm.
'Careful planning and administratkin of the prog-ram prevent
costly, '"frivolous, and counterproductive mistakes and-O -
ensure a rational, conceptual, and systematic approach to
program implementation and dissemination.

Planning ancVadministration of the educational model
must grbw out of the philosophical foundation upon WhiCh -
the program is based. Only after a philosophical stance,
has been established can -proper goals and objectives for,
the particular program be identified and communicated, the
process for 'implementing these goals' be determined, and the
means for reaching these goalsioe operationalized. A sound
philosophical basis also affects decisions about evaluation%
and the selection of components, materials, and data for
dissemination (Decker & Decker, 1976).

.The. purpose° of this presentation is for help minority ..
Leaders understand' and adapt concepts and Strategies for
the development, implementation, and dissemination of their
HCEEP educational models,', keeping ih mind, the speCial,
needs and concerns of those programs which target-minority
populations. The presentation will focus on three specific
stages of the educational model: development_imp,lementa.-
tion, and dissemination. ;fn. each of' these stages' a major
goal end some,spec" c objectives can be identified. First,
the ', goal of educatio a o i 'development is to help parti-
cipants determine a _establish a program philoSOphy,
prog am goals, and program policies. The objectives will
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be to ensure that the philosophy selected is systematic,
that the program goals arevadequate, and that the program
policies formulated will direct the functioning of all aspects

\ of the specific programs.
Second, the goal of educational model implementation, is

to help v participants develop and maintain curricula irid
activities. Specific objectives within this goal are to plin,
schedule, and deliver children's and parent's activities, to
encourager parental involvement, to

use

arid manage
teaching/learning settings, and to use material and human
retources to the best.advantage of the children.

Finally, the goal of educational model dissemination is
to share the products of the educational model in whole or
in part with others. Objectives related to this goal include
helping participants to identify those parts of the program
which might be in greatest demand and which cifn be put
into a replicable form for others and to identify ways to
package and share ' their model as its various components
are conceptualized.

2

DEVELOPING THE EDUCATIONAL MODEL

This section deals with 'planning and administering all
those aspects of the program necessary for developing the
educational model. An identifiable, systematic philosophy is
the key to success for the HCEEP models as well as for any
other educational programs. All aspects of the educational
model must grow out of the grogram philosophy. Decker
and Decker (1976) define philosophy as "what we believe
about the educative experience of 'teaching and learning and
the choices we make in controlling the educative experience" .

(p.10). They further describe philosophy to encompass
beliefs about (1) children (i.e, child growth and develop-
ment, child rearing), (2) the curricula, (3) teaching meth-
odology, (4) program planning' and administrlation (including
housing, equipment, staff, and other servides), and (5)
evaluation (both program evaluation and child7assessment*
procedures). The beliefs that prdgram personnel have)
about these components of the educatiopal model are based
on the knowledge, skills, and attitudes acquired ,'from
studying developmental theories about the psychomotor,
cognitive, and of active domains; these beliefs are the root
of their daily activities.

There are many theoretical models available for early
childhood programs, and the background, experience, and
training of program personnel will dictate the facility for
establishing a systematic program philosophy. Nevertheless.
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whatever: developmental theories and early childhood
education program options are preferred by individual
members 'of the staff; the educational model itself mustreflect . a' program philosophy that is agreeable to all.
Thus, the first step in planning the educational model is to
reach a' consensus amon staff members to formulate a
clear, if comprehensive, program philosophy.

Since many HCEEP programs are already developed
When leadership is assumed, the following steps toward
establishing a systematic, identifiable program philosophy
should be considered. First, the program philosophy as it
exists should be carefully analyzed in the following manner:

1. It should be studied in reference to the five com-
ponents of the educeational situation described by
Decker and Decker; i.e., according to how it in-,
fluences beliefs about children, curricula, teach-
ing methodology, planning and administration,
and evaluation.

2. Group consensus should be reached on each of
these five points and the key, points for each
component should be recorded. '

3. The key points should be organized and
,highlighted according to the common beliefs about
the program in order to produce a written
document outlining those beliefs.

4. The finished product should be studied by all
staff .members and reviewed for group discussion:.

5. In order to ensure complete understanding, the
program philosophy should be discussed in such a
way that each member is required to comment uponit. .

.
Second, the program philosophy should be used for

program orientation to staff, parents, agencies, and
persons sharing in the services of the program. Finally, a

, monitoring system should be devised to make sure that the
written program philosophy can be interpreted verbally by
program personnel. Once the philosophy has been
developed, revised, or selected, the new program goals and
objectives must be written in accordance with it.

The program goals will be clad-mined by the program
philosophy. Some factors..common to the philosophy and toio
the goals and objectives are: the staff's assumptions about
children, learning; and the purposes of the program; the
children's ages; the communities in which' the c_,hildren live;
and the cultural heritages and expectations orihe programand of the participants (Schickedanz, York, Stewart, &
White, 1977). When planning and administering minority
programs, these goals and objectives must be founded upon

I.
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a philosophy which advocates sensitivity to cultural dif-
ferences. The ultimate and general goal remains, however,
that "each child liVe a sappy childhood, reach his/her
potential, and become a 'happy, fully functioning adult"
(Hildebrand, 1976, p.24).

Special care and consideration must be given to the
'development of HCEEP models to meet the needs of young
minority exceptional ,children. Whether these minorities
include Blacks, Hispanics, Orientals, or other races, the
goals and objectives of the educational models and programs
must reflect appropriate features and basic attributes of
quality child development programs. In 1972, the Black
Child Development Institute began to identify some basic
principles for' impleinenting "good" programs for Black
children (Dill, 1972). These. principles are offered in this
presentation as relevant to all minority programs. Thus,
when extending program pfilliArophy into goals and ob-
jectives, the program staff must ensure that the goals and
objectives of the educational model meet the following
requirements.

-1. The .goals and objectives must be designed,
implemented, and controlled by the parents and
other community 'residents as participants in this
educational endeavor.

2. They must extend to the child's family and
cultural environment. Thus the family and school
personnel become partners to ensure that the
program does not replace the family and cultural
heritage.

3. They must develop. and strengthen the child's
feeling of self. ,The child's self-image, personal
identity, dignity, and ethnic membership must be
nurtured to prepare the child et° relate positively
to the surrounding environment.

4. They must include a definitive educational
curriculum, including basic skills and a respect
for learning that are germane jo everyday living.

5. They must ensure that staff members are qualified
to teach and understand the -minority child and to
develop curricula to meet the needs assessed,

6. They must call eor services that are sppportive to
educational curricula. These include social ser-
vices, psychological services, medical services,
and nutritional services.

7. They must include services to children''' with
special needs.- These services should be well
rounded and stimulating to support. the educa-
tional curricula.

13. They must provide for a safe, positive, caring
atmosphere for children in order to enhance
growth and development.

29
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C9* They must provide for parental involvement
through participatory activities, education, and
training so that there is continuity in the
teaching/learning process within the program and
the home.

10. Finally, ,the goals and objectives Rust require use
of the minority communities' resources in program
operations through research, teaching, and
development.

The philosophy, goals, and objectives within individual
eduCationa' models for minority groups can be further sys-
tematized through"the establishment of policies. Policies are
statements 'of preferred means for 'achieving goals (Miller,
Madeen, & Kincheloe, 1972). For minority leaders, policies
can serve as great assets toward total management since
they will cover the principal situations commonly occurringin the program. Usually, a project's board of directors or
governing body is responsible for formulating policies, and
the program director/administrator is responsible for the
execution of the policies. The board should provide
adequate 'written and verbal explanations Of policies and
suggestions for methods of executing policies (Decker* &
Decker, 1976). The director/administrator is responsfble
for: (1) informing the board of needsfor additional policies
or changes in the existihrOnes;V (2) pinpointing
,inconsistencies in, policies; and (3) keeping the board
abreast of the community's attitudes and valugs.

In the case of HCEEP programs, however, policies are
often established in a more eclectic fashion--that is, as the
result of segments of boards representing the participating
agencies. These include the Office of Special Education,
public school systems, CAP organizations, community
agencies; private and public corporations, civic organiza-
tions, governmental agencies, hospitals, Iclinics, and others.
In most cases among HCEEP, programs, mandated 'policies are
used as administrative guidelines by the project director.
Nevertheless, all programs are required to hove an
"advisory council" which serves a different function. In
many cases, the responsibilities of this council are not
clearly specified. It is even -mire apparent in minority
programs- that the roles and responsibilities areunclear and
confusing for the advisory council. Much of this chaos is
precipitated by the fact, that the philoiophy, goals, 'and
objectives of the educational model are incongruent with-the
purpose, needs, and expectations of the peciple and com-munity to be served. Thdrefore, minority project leaders
must generate strategies for ameliorating the approaches
presently used to formulate policies in isolation of research
data, theory, and expertise about minorities. .
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When deVeloping policies, consideration musrbe given
fi to state, federal, and local regulations affecting the pro-

gram's goals and objectives; criteria. to assure fair treat-
ment and protection of the program, staff, shildren, and
parents; and criteria which provide a basis for evaluating,
planning, and administering the program. Establishing
policies for minority programs ensures that the criteria
facilitate achievement of the program's goats, and helps to

oqf overcome the prevailing tradition of operating these
programs by expediency. Since policies are formulated from
the philosophy, goals, and objectives of. the program, they
should,. be 'followed and interpreted consistently, thereby WIN

reducing the probability. of constant change in the program
operations.

Since policies are guictelines which establish the
foundation for administrative action, they should not be
highly specific. More specific requirements should be
stated in the rules, regulations, and procedures developed

.

from the policies. For example, the fee policy should
indicate criteria for assessing fees (e.g., tuition will be
assessed at one rate /or German Park .residents, and at
another -rate for nonresidents41- the fee-regulation should
state the specific amount- charged (e.g., the fee for a
child living in 'the boundary of German Park is $57.50 per'
week). This concept that policies not be'specific helps the
program to operate in a flexible manner with little or no
change in the policies. Yet, specific aspects necessary to
keep the program operating at a high level of efficiency
may be as flexible as the day-to-day operations require.
Similarly, program policies should be.-subject to review a
change as written policy specifies. Periodic review o I

policies is necessary to keep the...program abreast of the
changing philosophy, goals, and objectives as the needs of
the program, children, staff, pai-ents, and others dictate
(Decker & Decker, 1976). Minority leaders must push for
periodic review. A key source for updating these periodic
reviews can be the adefisory council.

All aspects of the educational model and program
should have policies_ to cover their operation. Variations in

'program models require different categories of policies.
Decker and Decker (1976) offer the following five policy
categories as, those used by most early childhood programs:
(1) administrative policy which includes forming boards,
appointments, and functions of supervisory .personnel; (2.)
staff-personnel policy which covers recruitment, selection,
appointment, qualifications, job assignments, evaluation,
tenure,' separation, salary schedules, fringe benefits,
absences, leaves, personal and professional activities; (3)
child-personnel policy which compriseS admission, attend-
ance, 'program services, termination of program services,
assessing and reporting children's progress, provisions for
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child welfare (accidents and insurance), and 'specialactivities (field trips, plays, and class celebrations); (4)business policy which includes sources of funding, natureof budget, categories of expenditures, guidelines andprocedures for purchasing goods and services, and systemof accounts and auditing procedures; and (5) publicrelations policy which includes participation by the public,use of program facilities, relations with various agencies
and associations, and media used for communication with thepublic.

As attempts are being 'made to determine new eduytion
constructs for development and Implementation, program ad-
ministrators are charged with the responsibility of assessingthe needs of the minority pbpulatidhs t6 be served. Theseneeds will then be addressed through. the planning andadministration -of the Program 'with input from the advisory
council,and the efforts of staff in developing, implementing,and disseminating the educational model. Planning andadministration components, germane to the development of
the educational model, include these activities:

1. Understanding the adilinistrative organisation.Project leaders and staff should be aware ofadministrative functions and organizational pat-.
terns. Financing and budgeting are important
administrative aspects..

2. Knowing regulations for operating. Regulations
are the rules, diqectives, statutes, and standardsthat prescribe, 'direct, limit, and }govern the
program (Decker & Decker, 1976). These, mayinclude: licensing, incorporation, public schoolregul ons, the federal interagency day care re-quirem nts, fire safety and sanitation require-
men zoning regulations, transportation, theCi Rights Act of 1964, Title VI, local board
regulations, regulations concerning administration,
and teacher and paraprofessional qualifications.3. Staffing the program. The quality of the staff
determines to a high degree the excellence of the
,program. Therefore, care and consideration mustbe given to: the roles and qualifications-of per-
sonnel, staff -development,' and personnel services
and records.

4. Providing proper facilities for the program.. Thekey issue is providing facilities that are physi-
cally and psychologicallY adequate and comfort-able. Attention is given to the entry-exit area,
indoor space, outdoor space, and insurance cover-
age for the .facility, equipment, and materials.
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5. Deciding on equipment and materials. Decisions
on specific equipment and materials for the

' program are determined by the educational
goals/objectives? Since they have a major
influence on both staff and children,
consideration must be given to purchasing,
arranging, and caring for instructional 'materials
and a professional library. Also, community
resources need to be compiled. for instructional
purposes.

6. Building curriculum and designing instruction.
CuPriculum must be provided to facilitate know-
ledge, skills, attitudes, and abilities .(psycho-

` motor, cognitive, and affective). Emphasis must
be placed on planning and scheduling activities in
all eas of the curricula (prereading, writing,
mat matics, social studies, science, music, art,
etc.). Teaching and instruction must address the
young- minority-exceptional child and be designed
to ilitate positive appreciation, of the vafious
ethnic heritages.

7. Working with parents and other community re-
sources. .The BlaCk Child Development Institute
TroTIT,1972) identified this area as being a basic
ingredient for' implementing "good" programs for
Black children, The implications were that:
"educational models for minority programs must be
designed, implemented, and controlled by the
parents and other community residents as pgartici-

- pants in the educational endeavors" (pc 36)
8. Assessing, recording, and reporting the pro-

gress of children and other program components.
These means of evaluation serve as key elements
in planning and implementing 'all services of the
program, in guiding the development of each
child, and in communicating with parents, the
public, and other regulatory agencies. This is
an important phase to be treated in :operating

'minority programs, since assessing-, recording,
and reporting have frequently been areas of
concern for minority groups.

Developing the educational model entails all of the pro-
grammatic aspects just discussed. The initial, overall, and
continuous planning and- administering of effective
educational model programs must begin with some per-
spective of the nature and extent of what is needed and
what is expected to happen. The discussion of philosophy:
goals, objectives, and policies was presented to assist
minority I s in reviewing their educational models and
identif ng areas which need further development. The
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other relevant areas bf the ,total educational model program
have been addressed for the sake of continuity in operating
an effective 'program for young children. A holistic con-
ceptualization of the developing profile magnifies the
rationale for implementing the educational model program for
minority populations through a system tic approach by: (1)
formulating program philosophies th t are relevant to the
needs, expectations, and capabilities of the target audi-
ences; (2) setting goals in conjunction with the systematic
philosophy; and (3) adopting /adapting the emergent policies
of the program with the utilization of appropriate minority
expertise and research data and information.

IMPLEMENTING THE EDUCATIONAL MODEL

Adequate planning and administration of the
educational model during its development will yield
efficiency in implementation. Implementing the model
requires effective management in operationalizing its various

.components, in keeping with the pr:ogram
goals, and policies. These, programmatic azects must be
considered simultaneously since facets.M" fluence each
other. Proper implementation means that services are
planned and evaluated continuously; that businets affairs
are conducted consistently; that personnel services are
initiated apd maintained in accord with needs and functions;
that auxiliary services are integrated in the total operation
of the program thrt5ergh adequate supervision and coordina-
tion; that channels for communication and exchange of
information are provided and utilized; that curricula and
methodology are designed and utilized to coincide with the
needs and goals of the 'population to be served; and that
facilities are adequate, appropriate, and used to carry out
the activities. Assessment, recording, and reporting are
key factors in the evaluation, of these program operations.

All HCEEP demonstration pbajects are organized intofive' Major components. Consistent planning and
administration of these components will facilitate the
implementation of the educational model. These. program
components are:

1. Administration and managemppt, which deals
with the overall organization, administration and 10
management of the project;

2. Services for children, which includes locating,
screening, and admitting children into the
project, and curriculum and instructional plans;

A
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3. Services for parents, whicil deals with providing
serviCeS to parents and other family members and _
for involving . parents in project operations;

4. Staff deveiopment, which . serves to determine
staff development needs, resources, and plans
meet those needs as the professional development
of the project staff is implemented; and

5. Demonstration, dissemination, and continuation,
which relates to the project's plans for impacting
upon local, state, and national. services.

Implementing an educational model requires 'that project ad--
ministrators consider several important factors:

1. The recr6itment of sufficient and qualified staff.
to 'implement the program componerits;"

2. The identification, of appropriate, curriculum .
materials, supplies,' equipment, and facilities for.
program implementation;

3. The development of ' techniques for keeping
. records, assessing, 4and _ reporting program in-

formation on various aspects of the components; °
° 4. The establishment of. staff' roles and responsibili-

ties 'fot each.,"Component;o
1,5.. The identifitation of ample human resources to

implement the program components; and
6. The selection and identification of target audi-,.

ences and . sources for outreach, .replication,
and continuation of 'the -program compon9nts.

Because the general program pkiiosophy, goals,
policies, and activities often are different for the -minority
than for the majority population., the implementation of a
pianned educational model faces unique problems. Staffing
is sometimes difficult because of a shortage of qualified

glibt
personnel sensitive to minority groups. Project leader'S',
from minority groups may be hard to find since few have
been functioning in management positions. Thus, additional'
training and technical assistance is required for staff and-
project leaders, and much time can be spent trying to find
the appropriate personnel. Technical assistance can be% 67
delayed or obstructed, too, because of the difficulty In
finding resource persons who can''provide the necessary
services and who are sensitive and knowledgeable enough-,
about minority groups to deal with them'effectively.

Additionally, implementing a `demonstration model, a
1

process which often taxes programs serving majority popula-
tions, is particularly fruStrating to minority projects, which
deliver services to a population already underserved.
rect services to children and parents must be cut in order.
to meAtotthe model program requirements and the cutbacks
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are not easily justified to minority groups. A 'related
problem is the difficulty of finding, using, and developing
curriculum materials for min ty projects. Thus, technical
assistance from external a encies is crucial to minority
projects.

Record keeping and reporting are two other arms
which pose difficulties for minority staff membersi" Since
the major .goal of many minority programs is to provide
direct services from 'An experiential base rather thin from
written -curricula and specific- plans for children and/or
parents, record keeping is not a- customary responsibility.
Reporting is hindered by the 'sometimes unsophipicated
audiences, the sensitivity of minority groups to certain
terms, and the inaccuracy in .assessment due to.the use of
inappropriate instruments. ,Assessment, therefore, is some-
times incongruous with teachinp.

Finally, rearrangement of lifestyles for parents of
'minority children sometimes presents problems. Children
must often be transported long distances; the 'settings are

'not always designed tomake parents feel comfortable; and
meeting appointmerft deadlines and attending treatment
follow-up often require extensive readjustment in a family's
lifestyle. .

Implementing the educational model requires direct
attention to he given. to ,all of the areas, expressed in the
sedtion on developing the educational model. A key concerns
in the process of iraplementing the educational model- is.-
flaking. sure that all of the' components are workihg together
effectively and harthonimisly to achieve the goals of the
project. ...

_DISSFaMINATING THE EDUCATIONAL MODEL

Disseminating the educational_rnodel is a. vital aspect of
the HCEEP projects; it is the means for sharing materials
and information with other* groups serving the handicapped.
It was information sharing that the legislators counted upon
to promote service to the total U.S. fiandicapped popt,t)ation,
for dissemination IS the key to the "transferability" of' the.
programs (Davis, 1975). It is important, therefore, that
project leaders identify tasks related to the projects!_ plans
for impacting upon their communities. These include 'com-
municating with the general. public, 'with specific target
audiences, Apd with community resources, in order to pro-
vide for Kntinuation funding beyond the years of OSE sup-
port. Activities that are integral parts of dissemination are

t
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demonstration and continuation. These are considered
transfer activities and are described as "outreach" when the
project shares its findings and results with other groups

' working with similar populations of children; they are
'described as "replication". when these other program's or

4 groups buy into the-reproductions of the educational model.
_ Davis, (1975) describes five steps necessary, to

developing and transferring a program. The first step is
to develop -a model program. The second step is to gear the
model tbward demonstration efforts targeting other organiza-
tions and persons interested in ,acquiring knowledge, skills,
and expertise in developing programs. The third step is to'
develop products. Product development is 'a way of
showing the program to others and requires determining the
parts to be packaged and disseminated. Step four includes
selling the products to be used oradapted by other groups
or programs. The fifth step is for the model prdgram to
assist the new program in _properly implementing tile
products. A phase-ou method must be employed as they

anew program becomes p ficient in its implementation of the
prbduct(s). Davis remi s us that while this strategy
might 'seem systematic and uncomplicated: it can turn out to
be confusing and frustrating because of adverse financial

. matters, staff loads, lack of expertise in various areas, and
so forth. , , ,

Aware of the difficulties in disseminating- the educa--
tional-mOdel, OSE ,provides technical *astistance in this area
thrdUgh the services 6f TADS and WtSTAi. A publication

-.., edited by 'Gunn (1975), which prOvides relevant and
imitortarit information about disseminating the educational .

model, is 'a ke9c reference that will help project leaders
determine ways ,to identify replicable products, to select
Target 'audiences, and to package and _disseminate their
products.,

Since disSeminating the educational model is the
ultirhate purpose of HCEEP projects, the knowledge, skills,.

Allot and attitudes developed through the model, must be - .
converted ilto products that will benefit othges. These
products mAt be based on the needs of particular audi-
ences, following critical assessment.of their characteristics, -
Through development and implementation, then, relevant,
information about the ,model will be collected and tested in
the classroom; the effectiveness of the model will be
evaluated in terms of Its contributions to the Children and
their parents; and, if the model proves to be effective and
to reach its goals and objectives, the components should'be
developed into .relevant, credible, and persuasive products
that will serve the needs of the target audiences. ..

Demonstration projects must find many ways to package
information about the model in order to influence large
numbers of people. Many projects use logos and slogans to

sr"
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capture audiences. Public awargness information may beprovided by the projects through the production of flyers,
newspaper articles, posters, ilewsletters, radio announce-
ments, audio slide-shows, and others. Demonstrations areprovided to on-site visitors and to other organizations, aswell as to the public. In addition, the advisory councilmembers , publicize the efforts of the demonstration projectsand provide additional resources for implementation. Muchof the informatiom'about the educational model is kept on adaily basis through the record-keeping, assessment, and
reporting materjaks available to the project staff, regulating-,, agency, and others. .

Wood (1975) reported a case study in replication as a. model that would be helpful to projects in mobilizing theirown replication efforts. Her case study represents theRutland projecti. which used 11 general strategies fo,r
accomplishing statewide replication. Minority projects canbenefit from the strategies even if they have to adapt them
to varying needs, goals, and situations. As reported byWood (1975 pp. 151-.52), these strategies are:

-Assess the community's needs, define the problem'
situation, and then develop a solution. Be pre-pared to sell a well - conceptualized program.

- Identify .the- power structure. Approach an in-
fluential grOup that would be greatly concernedabait . programs for the handicapped and solicit
their support. ...

-Be avaifable for free consukt tion.
k -Make the community aware 'o the problem and the

fact that something can be one.
-Encourage community memlae
legislators. -

-Convince a state agency that this is their prob-
lem. I

.-

-Proposd the program and request reasonable f.funding. ' it.... "
-' -Administc,ative personnel should have demons

strated competency in the field, not just senior-ity.
-Staff- must fully understand program objectives
and procedures to perform effectively.

.

-An evaluation model must be an integrated part of
the program.
Keep objectives in mind constantly; if the pro-

. 0 --grazilibegins to strap,- refoCus the activities or4

.,. reevaluate the objectives. O'
.

.Attention focused on these strategies will aid the minority
programs in disseminating the educati nal model program.

- , t .
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SUMMARY

Developing, impler enting, and disseminating the educe-
\ tional model presents various challenges, frustrations, and

joys. Thls presentation was geared toward overcoming 'the
frustrations and obstacles and facilitating efficient func-

. tinning of all components of the HCEEP - projects. All
of the issues raisedestablishing a program philosophy,
implementing a planned educational 'model, serving minority
populations, establishing cultural sensitivity, and dissemi-'
nating the educational model--have been explored in
view of strengthening minority leader§hip in the HCEEP
network. Those 'identified' with the projects are acutely
aware of the challenges in completing the charge of
operating quality frograms for .children with handicaps.
Minority. leaders must be prepared tp chbllenge prescribed

' paths and to provide functional, creative Alternatives for
effective program operations.
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'WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS'
RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES
FOR MODEL DEVELOPMENT

GOAL:' To develop a model program in such a
way as to reflect the uniguiness of minority
handicapped ch4ldren and tifeir families.

To develop a program philosophy, project leaders
can:

1. Establish program philosophy based upon a
reflection of the culture -values of the
'community in which, the 'program is locatqd.

2. kocus_ the program philosophy on enhancing
and enriching the culture of thgchildren
invoyved in the program.

,3. Indicate the importance of the family
structure within 'the appropriate. cultural.
context.

4. Draw up a s ystematic program philosophy
by:

a. forming a test .force representative of
Community

b. identifying needs '
c. writing philosophy
d. sharing it with community leader's and

families
S
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To develop pro§ram policy, project leaders can:
1.. Establish clear written program polidy

statements' and include ,these in the proposal.

2. Maintain flexibility in developing program
pol icy .

3. Represent on the advisory board the ethnic/
cultural background of children in the same
proportion as those children being served by
the program.

To implement the program, project leaders can:
1. Ga`in confidence and support of parents.

2. Teach parents the developmental stages of
children's progress.

3. Begin documenting' program effects early, so
that changes can be made which are based
on data.

To staff the program, project leaders can:
1. .Involve all 'staff as a team and carefully

0 delineate the responsibilities of each team
member.

2. Hire staff who can speak in terms parents
can understarid and who have a personal
eaching philosophy consistent with the

program's philosophy.

3. InvOlve local community people and parents
in every role possible on stag (teachers,
paraprofessional, and volunteers).

4. Upgrade staff skills and professional ,levels
through inserAce education which may be
sought through OSE Division of Personnel
Preparation fuhds linked to colleges and
univerillies, and state training monies such
ag ,those 'set aside for P.L. 94-142
implementation.

5. Set paraprofesskorel sitaffl wages at higher
than minimum- wages to altract better quali-
fied minority /local community applicants.

To disseminate the program, projeCt leaders can:
1. S4..ibmii position papers/documents to organi-

zations, such as the Council for Exceptional
Children.

41
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2. Participate in local conferences and meetings
such as those sponsored by state depart-
ments of education. --.--

3. Link with other service programs to generate
a more substantial funding base..

4. Use one-to-one persuasion to foster good
public relations.

5. Clarify the program purposes, staff, and
components for replication in the third year.

6. Target materials to specific audiences.7. Convene people from various agencies to
discuss the demonstration project.

4. Use local communication networks such as
radio, TV, and bumper stickers publicize
accompliihments.

-

9. Survey comprehensiVety all of the service
components which directly impact, on the
project. gor example, using a regional map,
designate social agencies whiCh can or do
provide services to the project. ../

,

..,

. I.

. ..
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Cultural Awaredess: Working with
Parents of Handicapped Children
Teresa Brito

0

This presentation focused on the cultural awareness of
personnel who work with minority parents and on their
sensitivity to tie unique needs of these parents-. Historical
factors which have contributed to the error of assuming
cultural. homogeneity in common' language groups were
discussed, especially as they pertain to cultural values,
bilingualism, socioeconomic structure, and personnel pre-

. paratton.

VALUES. It is important that the educatqr or home visitor
recognize that value systems cannot be stereotyped. Value

. systems vary among individuals and are diversified among
subcultural groups within minority 'populations. Sensitivity
to the variability of values becomes critical --when trying to

fYi'`relate to parents, and most importantly, to the relationship
that exists between, parents and their children.

DUring this portion,of the presentation, issues raised
In some of the literature (Robinson E. Robinson, 1963;
Mitsos, 1978) were addressed and analyzed in respect to
working with culturally different cparents. Furthermore,
through examples from experiences in working with minority
families, the presenter analyzed each of they five stages
identified by Mitsos (Denial, Anger, Bargainiftg, Depres-
Sion, AcCeptance).

BILINGUALISM: The diverse characteristics that exist
within a common language group were discussed In relation
to awareness of what it means to be bilingual. A study by
Laosa (1975) was shared in order to emphasize the necessity
of recognizing that the language changes radically from one
geographical 'area to another; this study, shows that "not
only are there several distinct Spanish-American .groups
the United States alone with quite.different cultural, lin-
gUistic, and socioeconomic charac.:feristics, but it is be-
coming increasingly \apparent within each of the sub-
groups, there is conSiderable\variability" (p.
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SOCIOECONOMIC STRUCTURE. In addition to other cul-
tural factors which influence the progress of both parents
and children, the exigencies of living in an economically
deprived situation were discussed. The Ilia in points were
that a person who works with families that live in sub-
standard conditions should be constantly aware that this
factor aggravates an already stressful situation. More im-
pdrtantly, the person providing the service - should
recogni that because of the situation, he or she linu st
pro-vid th e services at the convenience of the family.
Ofte here ill have to be additional intervention provided
e.g., referrals to other approariate agencies such as food

stamp -offices and employment services) before actual work
with the parents can commence.

PERSONNEL PREPARATION. The need for better and more
teacher training programs which offer ,courses.that, address
bilingual/bicultural issues and the need for inservice
training in multicultural awareness were the final subjects
of inquiry. The presenter dealt with each:of the issues by
sharig9necdotes of her experiences in conducting parent
groups and counseling parents on a one- to--one basis. The
main goal of the presentation was to sensitize the audience
to cultural awareness--that is, regardless of a common
language bond among groups, families are unique and, more
critically, subcultural groups exist within groups with
heterogeneous needs.
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WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS'
RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES
FOR CULTURAL AWARENESS

GOAL: To recognize and appreciate individual
cultural differences in. the families served by
HCEEP.

to effectively work with parents of diverse
backgrounds, project directors must:
1. Have an accepting attitude toward all

parents.
2. Learn about,' the culture of the families.
3.. Identify one's own values.
Li. Visit* parents where parerits .are most

comfortable, in their homes.
5. Listen rather than provide advice.
6. Have faMilies design an individualized self-

and group - evaluation tool.
7. , Establish a pilot program in which two to

four randomly selected parents share common
and indiv,idual- areas of aspiration and/or
concern. I

8. Have this parent group determine personal
and family goals (primary and secondapP) to
be accomtlished over :a specified period of
time.

9. Assist public schools se the value in form-
ing a working partnership with parents.
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Facilitating Communication:
The Action Planning Approach
Bertram Coppock, Jr. .

Before implementing any program, it is necessary to
establish communication with parents in the target popula-
tion, with professionals working in similar projects or
in support programs, and' among the program's own staff
members. Minority programs often face particular difficultyinitiating communication, for it is sometimes hard for
minority leaders to gain acceptance among certain parent
populations or to establish,\rapport with other professionalsor with their own- staffs. Furthermore, because staff
members often have different backgrounds, objectives, arid
communication strategies, interaction among staff members
may not always be effective or efficient. This -paper will
present one means of coordinating staff interaction tofacilitate effective problem solving - -the action planning
approach.

The problems encountered in impleMenting, new services
for handicapped children can best be solved if approohed
in an organized systematic manner. such as /the action
planning approach. Action' planning presents a' series of
steps to assist either .indiyiduals or groups in solving
problems. The steps include brainstorming the conditions
either favorably or 'unfavorably affecting a problem, tar-
geting objects r change, identifying both supporting
factors and arriers to the solution, identifying the re-
sources liable, and finally, , setting out the tasks
necetsary to accomplish the vlution.

The first step in action planning Is to take a qUestion
and identify as, many conditions affecting it as possible.
Since ,the emphasis ,at this, point is on generating quantity,,
all of, the conditions that come to mind shoulci be written
down for 15-20 minutes. 'Ahother 15 -20 minufe§ should thenbe taken to review the list, consolidating, revising, and
eliminating conditions where necessary. Next, the five most
important possible solutions should be selected, and a
change objective be written .for, each one. - The change ob-
jective restates the solution so that it answers the following
questions:
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1. WHAT is to be changed?
2 WHO is going to change or be changed?
3. HOW will the WHO or WHAT be changed?
4. WHERE will the 'change occur?
5. <WHEN will the change occur?
6. Is this a" positive or negative idea?

The change objectives are then each analyzed using
force field. analysis in order to identify where potential
problems are that may interfere with the solution and where
supports and resources are that will facilitate the solution.
To implement the force field analysis the facilitating forces
for each change objective are listed in one column and the
restraining forces in another. Once .the facilitating and
restraining forces are listed, the change objectives must be
reevaluated. in light of the analysis, with particular atten-
tion to the objectives in which the opposing forces can be
used to cancel one another out. In order to complete the
next Step, which is to reexamine, clarify, and finalize those
objectives in terms of their appropriateness and format, the
following questiods should be addressed.

1. Is the change objective achievable?
2. Is the, change objective reasonable? Practical?
3. Is this the pest available alternative?
4. is the group committed to accomplishing the

change objective or just going through the
motions?

5. Is the change objective clearly and concisely
stated?

6. Is it understandable?
7. Is it stated in measurable terms?

Through this reevaluation the most appropriate
dttives for change are identified and designed so that
they are ready for the final steps: assessing- resources
and planning- the steps to accomplish the objective. When
assessing resources at this level it is importanf that the
planner go beyond the force field analysis resources and,
in addition, account for all of the huban, personal, and
physical resources necessary to accomplish the objective.
These should, be listed indicating wherever possible how
other systems will be utilized to provide resources. The
final step in the overall process is to identify the particular
steps necessary for accomilishing the objective, to list them
in logical order, and to indicate the starting and completion
date for each step.

This approach provides a straightfoward method of
examining problems and finding solutions to them without ant'
extraordinary investment of resources. The time and com-
mitment of the change agents are the major investments.
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WORKSHOP PARTI#PANTS'
RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES

FOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

1

CAL: To establish communication, rapport, and
acceptance of minority leaders by parents and
other professionals.

To establi,sh communication, rapport, and accept -i
ance, project leaders can:
1. "Stqdy to show thyself approved." Non-

minority parents can be impressed by a
quality program and an expertly run opera-
tion.

2. If, on the other hand, a program serves a
less sophisticated sejment of the population,

it would be Wise to la) hire a nonminority
program staff to secure the support of one
or two leaders1 within the nonminority pa-
rents, and (b) hire a sensitive minority
staff person to work' with these persons in

_soliciting frank, open responses and con-
cerns.

To - facilitate 'communication with staff, project
leaders`can:

1. Document staff performance in an ongoing
manner throughout-the year to decrease and
al leviate, problems.

2. Devise a systematic approach to problem
solving which incorporates alternative
strategies for handling' situations as they
arise for both short range and long range
problems.

3. Use job descriptions 'to clarify and break
down staff responsibilities as a means for
alleviating problems.

To facilitate communication with
leaders can:

1. Take extra time to listen
cerns
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2. Set convenient mLkating times for parents,
such as Saturdays or after school, with play
groups- available for children and transport

* ation for the.family.
3. Give parents positive feedback about their

children's performance.

4. Deal with parents' feelings about -haVing a
handicapped 'child from the perspective of
the cultural /ethnic group of the family.

5.
Before interacting with minority familial;
train staff to understand the values of the
cultural. group

- 7
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iialson with Other Programs' and
Agenclek

Section 1: Bruce Ramirez

>.

The lack of cooperation among 'agencies serving pre-
school handicapped children has often resulted in failure to
provide needed services, costly duplication of. services, and
irtrarsgeOP competition. This problem is particularly signi-
ficant in rural areas Where federal, state, and local
agencies are scattered over wide geographic areas and
where it is difficult to recruit and maintain the specialized
staff neededto- educate handicapped- children. Jnteragency.
agreements are an effective way to provide services in
these areas. Involvement in an established network such as
HCEEP puts one in a unique position to coordinete these
scattered services.4..

The Governmental Relations Unit of the Council for Ex-
ceptional Children has been collecting and analyzing data on
interagency cooperation 'from American Indian and Alaskan
tribes and communities across. the ,country: The data are
being compiled in a policy manual which outlines a
three-ste process -foi- setting' up cooperative agreeMents
ainorgi state- and local 'agencies, serving rural handicapped

cilildrent The steps are to (1) determine- the extent of
the need sek,vice, (2) Orvey the agencies in, the area
Which serve some_segment,of the-, populationt, and (3) agree
to -a means' -by whikh services, be provided. Ai-16cpla
nation of the process, -with exaniples from the Nathie Ameri-
can policy study, follows: ,

The first step' is deterinining e scope of your needs
and the extent of your resourcest:These factors need to..
be addressed: . . . ° ,

- The characteristics of the children.seved .py`.the pro-
gram (age, disability, cultural background_geogaphic..
area): ; 2 4

-The kinds of services needed by these children but
not presently available.

- The number of children in need of these serwets.
-The agencies and, private practitioners pcesetit pro-
viding services' to handicapped- children .1
munity. Tr
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Section 2: Yetta W. Galiber

The following quotation from a recent presentatiori to
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (Caliber, Note 1)introduces a special concern of minority program admini-
strators for the difficulties of effective community se vices
for minority handicapped children.

A brief glance at the contours of our nation-
al patterns would at first serve to support, the
belief that we have only infinite reverence and
tenderest compassion for our handicapped citi-
zens. Yet, upon closer examination, we see
that too many minority tandicapped persons are
hungry, unclothed, unemployed, unsheltered, and
completely unaware of the better life which istheir right. . .

In the ,last two decades-,* in an effort to ex-
press our growing concern for neglected persons,
our society has thrust 'itself deeply info the area
of personal rehabilitation. This concern has been
evidenced nowhere more strongly thah in legisla-
tion resulting in programs designed to help handi4
capped persons. . .

Members of racial/ethnic groups are isolated
from the mainstream of the service delivery sys-
tems and experience great problems in locating
andaccessing services. . . .

Advocacy and (comwity) outreach are
essential if 'the necessary pitgram changes are to
be .made to ensure services -for ethnic minority
handicapped persons. . .

As gan example of the positive effects of community Hai-
sons, the history of the Information Center for HandicappedIndividuals, Inc. in Washington, D.C. will' be presented.
The methods used by ICHI demonstrate effective ways of
establishing and maintaining liaison with other programs and
agencies

In 1969 the Bureau of Education,for 'the Handicapped(now the Office of Special Edutationj funded the 4nforma-
tion Center for Handicapped Children as a community
outreach program designed to identify, educate and link the
handicapped population with available. resources and ser-vices. The initial, undertaking of this agency was the
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identification of services for handicapped children in the-
District of Columbia metropolitan area, utilizing the services
of graduate students in the field of special education. A

questionnaire was degeloped to collect specific program
information, including admission procedures, description of/ available services, area served and so on. The students
visited libraries, health and welfare councils, the Depart-
ment of Human Resources, and other agencies to identify
existing public service programs. Public Service
Announcements (PSA) on radio and television and in the
print media were used to identify and promote programs and
to announce the services of the Center. The compilation of
this information resulted in the publication of the Directory
of Services for Handicapping Conditions.

Q.An intensiv utreach program Was implemented to
'ensure, that lo -income minority parents of _handicapped
children were made aware of the services of the Center.
As. a result of. these efforts, an increasing number of calls
were received from these parents. The inquiries of parents
indicated a lack of information regarding community services
and discouragement because their 'children were not re-'
ceiving diagnosis, treatment, and appropriate educational
services. Many calls were received from parents whose
children were labeled profoundly mentally retarded or
emotionally disturbed which meant exclusion fi-oM public
education. As the calls were dbcumented and collated, the
gaps between needs and available services became more
evident. ..

The Information Center for Handicapped Children
moved to the- -forefront in the effort to identify the -com-
prehensive needs of handicapped children, stimulate the
development of ,.new services, and effect philosophical and
policy changes in the development of community services. In
its advticacy role, the Center identified the children who
were plaintiffs in the celebrated _case of Peter Mills et al.
vs. the Board of Educatibn et al. Judge Jdseph P. Waddy's
ruling that it was 'unconstitutional to deprive handicapped
children of an appropriate public education literally revolu-
tionized educational opportunities for handiciPped children,
opening previously inaccessible educational programs and
creating new ones where needs _warranted.

Another advocacy activity was the establishment of a
coalition of public and private agencies serving .preschool
handicapped children:, The Children's Coalition provided
the data which was used as justification for federal funds to
establish "Good Start," a preschool program for handicap-

r ped children. -"...... The Center instituted unique outreach efforts in order
to reach persons with particular language or other barder's
associated with racial /ethnic background. Even though
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their service needs were similar to other minor* handi-
capped persons, the Center found that they needed special
assistance in becoming cognizant of available resources and
services. The Center Sired bilingual staff and published
the Directory of Social Services for the Spanish-Speaking
Community as a means of identifying resources, develbping
indigenous leadership, and educating them to rights and
effective individual advocacy.

The passing of P.L. 911-1112 set forth the fu4aThental
rights of all handicapped children to a free appropriate
public education. As with the Waddy .decree, legislation
without proper implementation results in the denial of
rights, especially to minority persons. The Center cur-
rently provides training and assistance -to parents regarding
the provisions of P.L. 94-142 and the importanceof parent
participation in the development of the ehild's Individual
Education Program. Once parents clearly understand their
rights, effective child advocacy is erisured. A Client
Assistance Project authorized by the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, Section 112, also has been developed. The objectivesof the project are to assist clients in solving problems
related to service delivery within the Vocational
Rehabilitation Services Administration.

In 1975 the Information Canter's Board of Directors,
recognizing that the Center had brbadened its program to
nclude the entire handicapped population from birtht ough adulthood, _unanimously adopted an Amendment to

the Articles of Incorporation changing the name of the ,
Cente to , the Information- Center for Handicapped Indi-
viduals, Inc.

_

In 79, the mayor designated the Center as the Pro-
tection an Advocacy 'System for Developmentally Disabled
Persons in the District of Columbia. P.L. 911403 as
amended by P.E. 95-662 established ProteCtion and
Advocacy Syttems in each state to ensure human and civil
rights to developmentally disabled persons. The Center
helps developmentally disabled persons obtain services and
protects their legal rights to health care, proper housing,
training, employme'ett, and adequate financial support.

During its ten-year existence, the Center has
implemented several unfunded projects in an effort to meet
the needs of minority handicapped indiiiiduals. The "Re-
habilitation through Habilitation" program provides evalu-
ations resulting in proper placement for developmentally
disabled children and young adults who appear before the
Superior Court. In most instances, these individuals have,
been denied an adequate edutational program to meet her
needs or were expelled from puillic schools. "Saturday
Tutorial Program" helps students on a one -to -one basis to
acquire academic skills, personal adjustment, and achieve-
ment of social and occupation'al competence. In ,another
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phase` of the program, local prison residents accompany
handicapped children to community activities. The "Annual
Christmas Store" provides donations of toys, clothes, and

. - Money; to bring Christmas joy to needy handicapped children
and their families. Prison inmates, community volunteers,
and center staff collect donations, repair toys, sort, wash,
and press clothing. Toys are priced and each person is

. given $10 play motley to make purchases. While the
children are purchasing toys, parents select clothing' for
the entire family. Finally, the Center sponsors a pageant
for disabled women to demonst.pete- the productivity, dig -,s
nity, and basic value of disabled .people and to sensitize
the public of the need to -eliminate attitudirjal antl archi-
tectural barriers to their social functioning.

These community activities have demonstrated . the
effectiv ss of interagency liaison. Establishing contacts
with other service agencies appears to be a sensible,
practical,' a d costleffective means to maximizing the rights
tb product ve living of handicapped children and adults.

REFERENCE NOTE
-.J. .

.. ,

e

, 1. Galiber, Y. Consultation on civil rights issues for
Americans: Public policy implications. Washington,
D..C.,. May 13 & 14, 1980.
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, WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS'
RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES

iFOR INTERAGENCY COOPERATION

GOAL: To link agencies within the community for
pore -- efficient and effective service delivery to
handicapped children.,

.
To establish liaisons with community programs and
agencies, project leaders ca'n:
1. Conduct a thorough investigation of prospec-

tive cooperating agencies with relation to:
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I 1 \\ /1a. funding sources
b. legislative mandate
c. If ervice delivery systems . .

/
d. population 'of children and families

served

2. Formulate a "task team" with 'two appointees
from each agency.

3. Share information gathered about each a-
gency to the "task team" group by way of a
comparison/contrast chart.

4. Jointly plan a series of approaches, to' de-
veloping cooperative service agreements.

It,
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Part 2 Y.

Panel Presentations

Part 2 summarizes the content of two panel
presentations dealing with minority involyement in
professional ocganizatione 4nd federal program
resources. Contributors to panelpresentations are
identifieciin footnotes.
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'Support for Services: Federal Programs
and Resources for Funding

AP

Several federal agencies within the U.S. Department of
Education support programs related to early childhood andmulticultural education. Researching these programs canidentify potential funding and information sources for the
development and' maintenance of serAces for young handi-
capped children. This section highlights several resource
agencies and concludes with a list of references for further
information ,on these and other public and private funding
sources.

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN'S
EARLY- EDUCATION PROGRAM

a

. ,

The Handicapped Children's 'Early Education Program
(HCEEP) supports a number of grants and contracts de-
signed to develop innovative programs for young exceptional
children (ages birth to 8 years) and their families. Over
the years,°a variety of educational, therapeutic, and social

li

Contributors to this session from federal agencies in-cluded: Ed -Wilson from the Office of Special Education,
Charles Miller from the Office of Bilingual Education, HakimKhan from the Office of Indian Education, and Charles
Cordova from the Bureau of Indian Affairs. James C ,TADS, concluded the presentation with suggestions and
references. for researching and approaching potentialfunding, sources.
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service models have bben developed through HCEEP funds
and continued with other funds. Because of interagency
cooperation on local and state levels, many public and
private service agencies are providing more comprehensive
and complementary services for young exceptional children
and families. The HCEEP projects themselves are also
working together; projects in at least eight states have
formed active consortia to promote statewide services in co-
operation with State Education Agencies. In-recent years,
three national interest Voups have been organized to ad-
dress rural service delivery, infant intervention, and
leadership by minority professionals.

DEMONSTRATION grants are made to public and
private nonprofit agencies to develop multifaceted direct
service models for 'the education of young handicapped
children. Program components include child ideritification
and assessment, educational/therapeutic programming, evalu-
ation of child progress, active .parent/family participation,
staff inservice training, coordination with public, schools
and other community seri/ice' agencies, evaluation of the ef-
fectiveness of model components, and demonstration and
dissemination of proven model components.

STATE IMPLEMENTATION grants are made to State
Education Agencies to assist them in developing long-ter:ill,

'comprehensive, full service plans for the early education of
young handicapped children within the .state. Grant-
supported activities may include the convening of state
planning groups; ,disseminating statewide early education
plans, developing early childhood program standards and
guidelines, and promoting consortia of early childhood
service providers in the state.

EARLY CHILDHOOD RESEARCH INSTITUTES are
supported by contracts to conduct longitudinal studies in

, the areas of developmental aspects of the child, child
assessment, intervention methods, and other areas. The
four institutes are located at the Univerkity of California/
Los Angeles, *University of Kansas, University of North
Carolina, and Educational Testing Service/Princeton with

- Roosevelt Hospital/New York.

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN'S MODEL PROGRAM

--- The Handicapped Children's Model Phgram (HCMP) is
also designed to demonstrate new or Improved approaches to
educating handicapped children.' New grantseupport the
development of traditional and nontraditional approaches to
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intervention, considering the potential impact of the
methodology and service delivery Mode. Educational
programs include the core academic areas as well as
functional social skills. Eligible children are within the
statig-mandated ages for 'public services; HCMP is not
limited to services for preschool children.

\ CENTERS FOR DEAF -BLIND CHILDREN

-Blind Centers provide specific programs to meet
the. needs of deaf-blind *children and they coordinate with
other agencies to provide these services: diagnosis and
evaluation; education', adjustment, and orientation; .and con-
sultation for parents, teachers, and others directly involved
with, deaf-blind children. Additional activities include re-
search, development, and demonstration of new Or improved
techniques with deaf-blind children, and inservice training
of professional and allied personnel, Sixteen single- -and
multi-state Centers for Deaf-Blind Children are presently
funded.

For more information on the Handicapped .Chil-
dren's Early Education Program, Handicapped
Children's Model Program, S and the Centers for
Deaf-Blind Children, .write .to the Division of
Innovation and Development, Office of Special
Education., 400 Maryland Avenue S.W., Washing-
ton, DC 20202.

PRESCHOOL INCE$ItIVE GRANTS

Preschool Incentive Grants are awarded to states that
apply based upon the number of handicapped children from
3 to 5. who are served in the state. The annual appropri-
ation per child varies from year to year; this is a formula
grant program. 'State tiucation Agencies may use the
funds on a discretionary basis or may contract for ser-
vices with Local Education Agencies, intermediate education
agencies, or other agencies. The State Early Childhood
Coordinator or State Director of Special Education within
each state can provide , information on the availability of
these fu,nds.
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For more information on ,the Preschool Incentive
Grant programs, write to the Division of Assist-
ance to States, Office of Special Education, 400
Maryland Avenue S.W.,, Washingtovt\DC 20202.

DIVISIONS OF MEDIA SERVICES
AND PERSONNEL PREPARATION

The Division of- Media Services and the Division of
Personnel Preparation (.DMS E DPP) award grants to
improve the quality and increase the supply of special
educators and support personnel. Preservice and inservice
training areas include early childhood education, parent
involvement, the use of volunteers in the education of the
handicapped, and transition of regular educators to special
education. Local 'Education Agencies are among those
eligible for grant assistance, along with universities, public
service agencies, and others.

For more inforhiation, write to tOe Di-Vision of
Media Servi4s and the Division of Personnel
Preparation; Office of Special Education, 400
Maryland Avenue S.W., Wgshington,' DC 20202.

OFFICE OF INalAN EDUCATION
AND BUREAU' OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Within the Office of Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation of the U.S. Department of Education, the Office of
Indian Education supports programs for Indian children,
and the- Indian Education Act (Title VI) of 1978 includes
provisions for the education of exceptional children. OIE
all ates three kinds of, funds: formula grants to Local
Ed cation Agencies based on the nUmber of Indian children
in schoRI district; discretionary grants to Indian organiza-
tio s, tribes, and institutions for demonstration programs;
and fellowships to Indians in'professional fields.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) in the Department
of Interior fundsjervices for handicapped children ages 3
to 21 in federally recoghized tribes. In stales with per-
missive preSchool legislation, 3- and 4-year-old handicapped
Indian children can be enrolled in BIA schools until public
schools can provide educational services. Weighting factors
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are used to determine the amount 'of money available for 1\

each child. In addition to schools in 37 states, BIA oper-
ates five institutions for handicapped Indian children. /

Inforination on these two programs can be
obtained from the Office of Indian Education,
Room 2177, 400 Maryland Aventje, S.W., Washing-
ton, DC 20202 and the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Department of Interior, 18th and9C Streets N.W.,
'Mail Code 507, Washington, DC 20245.--'

OFFICE OF BILINGUAL EDUCE -TION

'The "Office of Bilingual Education funds a number of
programs which teach English to non-English speakingchildren. English-dominant children also participate in thebilingual progremS as , models for the children learningEnglish. OBE,' supports over 500 programs covering 72
language groups. Almost all state.5_sAceive funds fordemonstration programs which Provide assistance inbilingual programming to local' schools and communitygroups. Funding .prioriities for demonstration grants arethose programs serving exceptional children and preschool
children. Other programs supported by OBE include the

\ National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education (with a tollfree hotline: 1/800/336-4560); the National Network of'Centers r (.a resource agency for bilingual programs);Evaluation, Dissemination and Assessment Centers (whichdiqribute information regarding bilingual education); and
Maters is Development Centert (which develop instructional
materials in languages other than English).

For additional information,' write to the Office of
loBilingual Education, 400 Maryland 'Avenue S.W:,
Reporters Building, Rodm 421, Washington, DC
20202.
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RESEARCHING: AND APPROACHING
- POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES

There are no magic formulas for building solid- and
continuous financial support for your program. Rather,
maintenance of program services requires considerable time
andcreative effort by persons, who are knowledgeable about
and invested in the services provided to handicapped chil-
dren and their families. Before seeking financial support,
these basic steps should be planned for: (1) develop a
"sales case" for presenting your program; (2) involve_the
community and other staff in both program development and
fund-raisitig activities; ,(3) designate sufficient staff time,
money, and materials to effectively carry out the necessary
fund=raising activitiesi (4) , formulate a timetable Ivhich
reflects the ,program's needs the time lag betWeen
request and receipt of funds; (5) ,identify a variety of
potential funding sources which best match program needs;
and (6) select solicitation methods appropriate for each
funding source.

The funding request to any possible source needs
these essential elements:

1. What is it that you are seeking support for? (the
program, special project, research, service,-etc,.)-

2. Why should these efforts be supported? ("the an-
munity, state or national needs)

3. Who are the recipients .of the services and who
;or be providing the services? (description of
clients, and the Vstaff and organizational
qualifications) . ..

4. Where are the program and- cliehls located? (geo-
. t graphic, impact area, organizational location, etc.)

5. When is the assistance needed? (considering the
needs of.the program and of the clients)

6. . How much? (the- total resources necessary and
how- much are you, seeking from each source)

Researching potentia un ing so rces in or --ttrmake
a personalized request for funds will be an asset inthe
search for continuation monies. The following references.
represent a small sample of those, available for pursuing
financial support. Many of these publications are available
from college or large public libraries. Also, many of the
publishers/vendors will provide a free publications list or
catalog at no charge.

Each reference is coded to the kind of information
provided: federal government funding sources (FED), state
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aria local- government sources (SIL), privgte
(PF), corporate and business contributions
direct contributions from individuals jINDj.
(0) category covers other types of funding
tracts), how-to information, and organizations
funding information.

REFERENCES

foundations
(C/B), and
The "other"
(e.g., con-
that provide

Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402 ($20/year sub-
scription)
*FED

Commerce Business Daily
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402 ($105/year
subscription)
*FED

Federal Education Grants Directory
Capitol Publications, Inc., Suite )G-12, 2430 Pennsyl-
vania Avenue N.W., Washingto , DC 20037
*FED

Federal Grants and Contracts Weekly: Selected Project Op-
portuni ies for the Education Community

Ca itol Publications, Inc., Suite G-12, 2430 Penngyl-
van ,Ave.. N.W., .Washingtor), DC 20037 ($114/year
sub ription)
*FED,

Foundation Directory, Foundation Grants Index, Foundation
Center National Data book, Foundation News, plus' others

The Foundation Center, 888 Seventh *venue, New
. York, NY 10010 'and The Foundation Center, 1001

Connecticut Avenue N.W., Washington, DC 20036,
*C/B, PF, 0

Getting the Buck to Stop Here:. A-Guide to Federal Re-
sources for Special Needs

-The _Council for Exceptional Children, 1920 Association
Drive, Reston, VA 22091
*FED

0
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Grants for the Child: 980 Directory of Funds for Children
andYoUth

Public Manajeme t Institute, 333 Haynes Street, San
Francisco, CA 9 102 ($2001
*FED, C/B, PF

The Grantsmanship Ce ter New and Reprint Series
, The Grantsmansh Cente , 1031 South Grand Avenue,
Los Angeles, CA 900.151:
*FED, -S/L, PF, B, I:ND, 0

....1

Handicapped Funding
Re-search Grant
11572 (1979-80 e
*FED, S/L, PF,

How to Get Governme
Pund-Raising Letters,
bons, The Complete./

Public Servic,e
New York, ,N
*FED, Sig P
to Raise/Money
doaliti6n for
N.W,, Washing
*FED, PF, 0

How

Proposil Writers
Foun ations

ational As
'Education, S
ington, DC
*FED, S/L,

Resources for E
Handica s

TADS, S

i rectory
idesr P.O. Box 357, 0.tean,side, NY

bon A16.50)

t/trants, America's MosrSuccessful
How To Raise Funds from Founda-

utid Raising Guide, plus others
terials Center, 355 Lexington Avenue,

10017
/B, IND, 0

1r

or Kids (Public and Private)
hildren and Youth, 815 15th

on, DC ($2)
Street

andbook, Understanding Gr:4411k-Making

ciation of State Directors of Special
ite 610E, 1201 16th Street N.W., Wash-
0036
F, 0
y.Education Programs for Children with

te.500, NCNB Plaza, Chapel Hill,
lAvailabol free to HCEEP Projects.)
*FED, S/1_;- 0

Special Report, Educating the Handicapped: Millions for
Media, Training, and Personnel

National Audio-Visual Association, 3150 Spring Street,
-Fairfax; .VA 22031
*FED

NC 27514
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National Organizations: How to Get
Involved

t

National professional organizations offer many oppor-
tunities for personal involvement and offer an effective ve-

-hicle for - disseminating information about your program.
Three such organizations, one dealing with the education of
young children and the others with exceptional children,are discussed here.

ATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE
EDUCATION OF YOUNG CHILDREN

The National Association for the Education of Young
Children (NAEYC) has as its purpose to act on behalf of
the needs and rights of children from birth to,eight ars.Founded, in 1926, NAEYC has an international ersh P of
over 33,000 and supports 235 local affiliate groups. Mem-bers are primarily -teacher educators and teachers of chil-dren in Head Start, nursery school, child care, and other
early childhood programs, but also administrators, elemen-
tary teachers;- students, and social workers. NAEYC pro-vides its mbers/with educational services and resources,publication , and directions for child advocacy.

NAEY is annual conference draws about 10,000 parti-cipants an offers over 200 se ions, many dealing with

Panel resenters for this session included Janet Brownfrom the National Association' for the Education of Young
Children June ,Jordan from the r..ouncil for Exceptional
Children! and Elouise Jackson of the CEC Division for EarlyChildho
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minority concerns and special education, and over 100 ex-
hibits. Special, minority caucuses include Asian-American,
Black, Chicano, Native American, Jewish, and male groups.
Conference presenters are chosen from proposals submitted
to NAEYC each JanuarY. Other NAEYC activities include
state, regional, and local conferences and workshops; news-
letters; the nationar-Week of the Young Child; and distribu-
titYK of public policy inforination.

The NAEYC pr'ofessional journal, Young Children, is '
published six times a year. Articles relate to early child-
hood research and theory which trarislate to practice.
Manuscripts submitted for publication are reviewed by
NAEYC staff and then by some of 650 volunteer field re-
viewers. The review process generally takes from eight to
twelve weeks, after which the author is notified of NAEYC's
intent to publish. , For those interested in submitting arti-
cles to Young Children, manuscript guidelines are available
from NAEYC, 1629 21st Street N.W., Washington, DC 20009.
NAEYC also purchases photographs of children 'for use on
covers of Young Children.

Six books dealing with early childhood practices are
also published each year. Persons interested in writing for
NAEYC publication should first submit an outline for re-
view. NAEYC does not publish position papers or state-of-
the-art manuscripts.

COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

t
rip The Council for Exceptional Children was founded in

1972 at ,Teachers College, Columbia University, by twelve
faculty and advanced degree students in special education.
From that small group, this professiorial organization has
grown tO 63,000 members in the United States and Canada.
The purpose of CEC is to continually work for improved in-
structional programs nd related services for exceptional
children, both gifte handicapped. This challenge Is
accomplished throug uch activities as",advocacy, legislation
(federal and state professional publications, conventions
and conferences, ation dissemination (the ERIC Clear-
inghouse do Handicapp- and Gifted Children), special pro-
jects on current issues, .nd support of membership pro-
grams at state and local levels.

Many opportunities exist for volvement in ^CEC.
ThroUgh local and state chapters and fe erations, your pro-
ject can be brought to the attention' of cal school systems
and community groups. Another area fo involvement is
that of the twelve special interest groups or divisions within
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.CEC. Each group collects its own dues, produces publica-
ti'ens, and conducts its own professional program at the
CEC Annual Convention. Some hold their own regional ortopical 'conferences. These grouizs include the Division of
Early Childhood (see next section), CEC-Mentally Retarded,
the Council for Children with Behavioral Disorders, and theDivision for the Visually Handicapped.

The CEC Annual Convention draws 11,000 to 13,000
participants and offers several hundred sessions and specialevents. Participation in the Convention program is an ex-cellent way to disseminate your program. Information onwhen and how to prepare a program proposal is published
in CEC journals and is available from the 'CEC Conventions
Unit, 1920 Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091. Special
topical conferences are also scheduled around the countryeach year. As an example, upcbming conferences will be(-- focusing on the exceptional Black child and the exceptional

,.. bilingual child.
CEC publishes two professional journals. Exceptional

Children reports research, the state of the art, and cur-
rent issuei and trends. Teaching Exceptional Children, for
the prfftitioner, contains articles on instructional materials,
methods, and techniques. Although some manuscripts are
invited, especially for special topical issues, most are un-
solicited and are 'reviewed befoie _acceptance. Guidelines
for submitting articles are available from the CEC Publica-
tions Unit at the-address above.

1The ERIC' Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted
Children is housed 'at CEC. This sysSem pro/Oes for na-
tional distribution of project-developed mater awls -- curricula,
assessment measures, and instructional manuals. After re-
view and processing, documents,' are made available to na-tional dissemination systems in microfiche or paper copy.A final vehicle f(A national involvement is of special
interest,,,,the minority caucuses. Organized minority parti-

cipation in CEC began in the late '60s with the formation ofthe Black Caucus. Since then, other groups 'such as the
Asian Caucus have been formed and minority, participation

. 4. in leadership positions t}ai increased dramatically. Minori-
ties are guaranteed two 4osjtions on the Board of Governors
Executive Committee, assuring representation at the highest
governing level of CEC. Minbrities have served in the presi-
dency of both the Foundation for Exceptional Children Jed
the Council for Exceptional Children. An Office of Minority
Concerns and Development was established in 1977 to provide -minorities with a full -time ombydsperson on the CEC staff.
Through this office, a Talent Bank Directory has been pub-
lished and made available to public and private agencies
seeking the services of minorities with 'particular areas of
exper)ise. Additional information on minority involvement in
CEC an be obtained from Philip Chinn at the CEC address.,

wwwwmmliP
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CEUDIVISION FOR'EARLY CHILDHOOD

The Division for Early Childhood (DEC) within CEC
was organized in 1973 in response to the growing interest
in the education of yowl% exceptional children and infants.
The pueposes. of DEC are (1) to promote the education, of

exceptional -young children and infants, (2) to promote
Trogrartis which /cooperatively involve parents'in their chil-
d'ren's education, (3).to stimulate communication and joint
activities among early .childhood organizations, And (4) to
disseminate information through publications, workshops,
andProfessional meetings. Merle Karnes, University of Il-
linois, is the President during 1980-81. 1

. Under the DEC constitution, an Executive Board repre-
sents the division tg. CEC. The Board meets with the DEC
membership at its annual business meeting each year at the
CEC convention. DEC has played a major role in the an-
nual convention program, hosting pretentations in areas
such as parent involvement, training, interagency coopera-

. tion, early identification and programming, and working
with minority populations. Proposals for the DEC presenta-

, tions are submitted to CEC according to their guidelines.
DEC's official newsletter, Communicator, is published

twice a year and contains information on the activities" of
the division and general activities in the field of early child-
hood/special education, minutes of the Executive Board
Meetings and the annual business meeting. DEC also pub -

4 lishes ,an annual journal, Journal of the Division for Early
Childhood, devoted to topics such as research implications
for future planning in early childhood/special education.
Information regarding the DEC Communicator are available
from CEC) 1920 Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091.

, Manuscripts are accepted from teachers, parents, research-
ers, scholars, and other professionals related to the field of
early childhood/special education. Communicator is also
available to nonmembers for a charge.

A .
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Part 3

Supplementary Information

Part 3 includes supplementary information
regarding the Minority Leadership Consortium and
the workshop itselfthe agenda, names and
addresses of workshqp resource persons, and the
workshop evaluation ?eport. ,
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Minority Leadership Consortium

lakopo Taula'i
Samoa's Cooperative Early

Education Model
State Education Agency of

_American Samoa
Pago Pago, American Samoa
96799

,*,Torrey Wiley
Infant/'Family Edtication

Project.
Drew Postgraduate Medical

School \
12021 South Wilmington Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90059

*Tom Maes
Music-Oriented Intervention

Program
Adams County

School. District #1
602 E. 64th Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80229

Elaine Vowels, Conrad Brooks,

Infant
nffon Project

DC Gene 01 Hospital
Pediatrits03ulkling
4th Floor, West Wing
1900 Massachusetts Avenue S.E.
Washington, DC 20003

* Minority ,eadership Consgrtium

D

Rosa Trapp - Dukes, Teresa
Mueller, Norma Hall

IMPACT
Child Development Center
College of Medicine, Box 19
Howard University

''Washington, DC 20008

Ann Palmorg
DC Public Schools

.Webster Building
10th S H Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20001

Selerya Moore
National Child Day Care

Association
1501 Benning Road (l. E.
Washington, DC 20 2

Etrulia Lee
Therapeutic-Educational Day

Care for Infants
Hospital=f9r Sick Chilc0-en
1731 BLinker Hill Road N.E.
Washington, DC 20017

Alma Callaway
Demonstration Project for

Preschool Handicapped
Children

Fort Valley State College
P..0.4.Box 5483

-Fort Valley, Georgia 31030 °

Steering Committee Member _
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Setsu Furuno
Family-Centered Care

for High Risk Infants.
Kapiolani Children's

Medical Center
Department of Pediatrics
1319 Punahou Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96826

Marcia Johnson
Division of Special Education
State Dept. of Education
229 Statehouse
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Wilma Gaines
Ouachita Parish Program,
Ouachita Parish School System
701 St. John"
Monroe, Louisiana 71201

Edith Kong-Lam
Orleans Model for Preschool.

Handicapped
New. Orleans Public Schools

.703 Carondelet Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70130

Daphne Thomas "
State Dept. of.Ethication
Special' Education Services
Capitol Station,
P.O. Box 44064
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804

Jane C. Birckhead
Baltimore Early Childhood

Learning Continuum
Div,. of Exceptional Children
2300 N. Calvert Street
Baltimore, Maryland__21_218

Correan Bake
Early Educational Intervention

and Responsible Parenting
Program

Childrens Guild, Inc.
5921 Smith Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21209

I
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Fran Collins
ivision of Special Education

State Dept. of Education
Early Childhood Project

St.James Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

Beverly Johnson
Detroit's Presch9o1 Pupil/Parent

Professional R6adiness Project
Detroit City School District
Room -1010
5057 Woodward Ayenue
Detroit, Michigan 48202

Phillip Martin
Development of Services

Model for Handicapped
Choctaw Children -

Mississippi Band of Choctaw
Route 7, Box 21
Philadelphia, Mississippi
39350

Sandra Gautt
Early Intervention`Program

sUniversity_of Missouri
at Columbia

515 S. Sixth Street
Columbia, Missouri 65211

*Leonard Fitts
Project CREEP
Special Services DiVision
3rd and Walnut Streets
Camden, New Jersey 08103

Rhonda Chino
Acoma Early Intervention

Project
Pueblo of Acoma
P.O.. Box 307
Acomita, New Mexico 87034
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Vidal 'Perez
East Harlem Council for

Human ServiceS
2253 Third Avenue, 3rd Fl
New York, New York 1003
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Yuki Okuma
Project MATCH ME!
East River MontessoH School
577 Grand Street
New York, New York 10002

*Michael'aOrtiz
I Can/Will Do It Project
Appalachian State ,University
Edwin Duncan Hall
Boone, "North, Carolina 28608

'Octavia Knight
North Carolina ConsOrtium for

Early Aid Demonstration of
Model Comprehensive Services

N.C. Central University
Special Education Dept..
Durham, North Carolina 27707

Carolyn Perry
Division of Exceptional

Children
Dept. 'of Public Instruction
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611

Ann Barrick
Least Restrictive Environment

for Handicapped 'Children
Stevens Administrative Center
Room B2
13th and Spring Garden'
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123

Awilda Torres '
Dept. of Public Instruction
Programma Education Especial
Hato Rey, Puerjo Rico 00919

Rosemarie Gregor;
Model/Demonstration Program -

for Preschool and Early Edu-.,
cation of Handicapped Children

Project HELP
Route 1, Box 126
Harleyville, South Carolina
29114 ,

71

Mary Cavazos, 'Pedro Grimaldo
Handicapped Early Childhood

Assistance PrOject
Cameron Willacy°,Counties

Community Projects, Inc.'
940 E. Washington, Suite 204
Brownsville, Texas 78520

Yolanda Arellano
A PEPPY KIDS Project
Las Palmas YWCA
503 Castroville Road

,San Antonio, Texas 78200

*Genoa McPhatter
C J WS Program
C sapeake Public Schools
2107 East Liberty Street
Chesapeake, Virginia 233211

James Victor
Hampton Institute Main-

streaming Model
Special Education Program
Hampton Institute
Hampton, Virginia 23668

Iselyne Hennessey
Department 'of Education
P.O. Box 630
StThomas, Virgin Islands
00801

Robert Diaz
Home-Based Preschool
c/o Fecndale High School
P.O. L128

Fernd e, Washington. '982118



Minority Leadership Workshop Agenda

Monday, June 22.
8:30- 9:00a

9:00 -10:15

1 0:30-1 1:45

1:00- 2:30p

2:45k -7- 4:15

- 4:15 - 4:45

Tuesday, June 23
8:45- 10:,45a.

11:00 -12:00

1:00- 2:30p

2:30-.3:00.

Introductions and Workshop Overview
Elouise Jackson, William Swan 6 Ed
Wilson
What's Happening with the Minority
Leadership Consortium - Leonard Fitts,.
Chairperson
Trends in Cultural Pluralism, followed
by question/answer session - Jean
Wofford
Developing, Implementing, Dissemi-
nating the Educational Model, followed
by strategy-generating sessions -
Henry Hankerson
Liaison with Other Programs and A-
gencies, followed by strategy-generating
sessions"- Yetta Caliber 6 Bruce Ramirez
National Organizations, Publications,
Conferences, 6 Meetings: How to Get
Involved, followed by question/answer
session - Janet Brown, June Jordan,
Elouise Jackson

, Reports on 'Strategies for Dealing with
Model Program and Liaison Concerns

Planning 6- Implementing Progr,am Evalua-
tion, followed by strategy-generating

.sessions - Patricia Gandara
Nondiscriminatory Assessment: Part 1 -
Jean Wofford
Nondiscriminatory Assessment: Part 2 -
Jean Wofford
Strategy-gener ng sessions relating to.
assessment
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3:15- 3:45,

3:45- 5:00

8:00-10:00 :

Reports on Strategies for Dealing with
Evaluation/Assessment Concerns
HCEEP Minority Leadership Consortium
Business Meetirig - Leonard 'Fitts,
Chairperson
HCEEP Minority Leadership Consortium
Business Meeting - Leonard Fitts, Chair-
person

°

Wednesday, June 24

b:30-10:00 ' Problem Solving & Communication, fol-
lowed by strategy-generating session's -
Bertram Coppock, Jr.

10:15-11:45 Working with Parents and Families - Ari-
cita Theresa Brito
Funding Sources, Federal Legislation, &
OSE Programs - Ed Wilsontr. Charlie
Miller, Hakim Khan, Charles./ Cordova,
James Cox

11:45-12:30 Reports on Strategies for Dealing with
Problem Solving/Communication and Par-
ent/Family Involvement

1:00- HCEEP Minority Leadership Consortium
Steering Committee Meeting

..

,,
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Minority Leadership Workshop: Resource
Persons

Patricia Gandara
Associate Social Scientist
The Rand Corporation
1700 Main Street
Santa Monica, California 90406

Jean Wofford
Executive Officer
The Urban Institute

for Human Services, Inc.
1330 Gough Street
San Francisco, California 94109

Bertrain Coppock, Jr.
Independent Consultant
7614 16th Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20012

Charles Cordova
Chief, Division for Exceptional

Children
Bureau of rndian Affairs
Department of Interior
18th 4241ZSZtets N.W.
Washington, DC 20245

Henry Hankerson
Director, Undergraduate /

Teacher Education
Howard University
School of Education
Room 206
Washington, DC 20059
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Yetta Caliber
Executive Director
Information Center for

Handicapped Individuals
120 C Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20001

Wilhelmina Taylor, Director
Louis Briganti, Associate
International Business Services,

Inc.
1010 Vermont Avenue N.W.
Washington, DC 20005

Janet Brown .

Director, Publications
National Association for the

Educatidirbf Young Children
1834 Connecticut Ave. N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

Charlie Miller
Grants Chief, OBEMLA
400 Maryland Ave. S.W.
Reporters Bldg., Room 421
Washington, DC 20202

Hakim Khan
Director, Divisiim of Special

Projects
Office of Indian Education
400 Maryland Ave. S.W.
Room 2177
Washington, DC 20202
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David Rostettee, Project Officer
for Program Development Branch

Ed Sontag, Acting Director of DMS
Bill Swan, Acting Chief for Pro-

gram Development Branch
Ed Wilson, Project Officer for

Program Development Branch
Office of Special Education
3120 Donohoe Building
400 Maryland Avenue S.W.
6th and D Street
Washington, DC 20202

Aricita 'Theresa Brit°
Director, Adult Education
P.O. Box 7081
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104

Pat, Trohanis, Director
Elouise Jackson, Technical

Assistance Coordinator for
SIGS

James Cox,--Jechnical Assistance
Coordiriator ,rp

TADS
500 NCNB Plaza
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
27514
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June Jordan
"Editor-in-Chief
Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

Bruce A. Ramirez
Specialist, Policy Implementa-

tion
Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association 'Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

Joan Karp, Assocjate Director
Joyce Jackson, Assistant Co- ,

ordinator
WESTAR
215 University District Building
1107 N.E. 45th Street, JD-06
Seattle, Washington 98105



Minority Leadership Workshop:
Evaluation Report

Fifteen of the 29 workshop participants completed the
evaluation questionnaire at the close of the meeting. - While

it is difficult to make generalizations about the entire
group'p reaction to the meeting, the 15 respondents pro-
videdvided value feedback to the workshop organizers. Re-
spondentsspondents ra ed the extent to which each workshop purpose
was met and evaluated Individual sessions fbr their useful-
ness. Open-ended questions were asked to assess strengths
and weaknesses of the meeting. Additional comments con-
cerning workshop location, organization time, and accommo-
dations were elicited. Respondents. Indicated' the benefit
they anticipate this meeting will -have on themse nd
their projects and offered sugge ns for topic, nd issues
to be addressed at future Minorit Leadership orkshops.
This report summarizes the respo ses concer ng these
workshop components.

O

PURPOSES OF THE WORKSHOP ACHIEVEDr

Participants rated the extent to which the purposes of
the workshop were achieved on a 5-point scale, with 3 as
the highest rating. Responses suggest that all workshop
purposes were welrachieved (see Table 1).

USEFULNESS OF SESSIONS

Sessions addressing 10 topics of interest were rated in
terms of their usefulness or value for the participants. In

77
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addition, the small group discussions, a large group re-
porting session, and the minority consortium meetings were
also rated on their usefulness. Participants gave nearly all
sessions a mean rating of 4.00 or above (Table -2). "What's
Happening with the HCEEP Minority Leadership Consortiurie
and "Awareness: Funding Sources, Federal Legislation and
OSE Programs" received particularly high ratings These.
data imply that all sessions included appropriate material for
the participants..

TABLE 1

Extent to Which Workshop Purposes
Were Achieved

Purpose N Mean

To continue to build and strengthen link- i
ages among minority leaderg within the
HCEEP Network in order to examine the
issues and proVems faced in developing
and implementing mod& programs for
young exceptional children. 15 4.80

To develop a listing of recommended strat-
egies for dealing with issues and problems
minority leaders encounter as they de-
velop and implement model programs. 15 4.53

ro inform the HCEEP project minority
leaders of the current status of the HCEEP
Minority Consortium and other related
activities. 15 4.80

To establish an organizational structure
for continuing the, HCEEP Minority Leader-
ship Consortium for fiscal year 1980-81. 15 4.80

h
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TABLE 2

Usefulness of.Sessions

Session Title Responsts
Monday, June 23 N Mean

-What's Happening with the HCEEP
Minority Leadership Consortium

-Trends in Cultural Pluralism
-Developing, Implementing, and Dis-

15
13

4.73
4.08

seminating the. Educational Model 14 4.43
Small Groups to Generate
Recommended Strategies 12 ,,' 4.25

-Liaison with Other Programs
and- Agencies )0 1 4.00

Small croups to Generate
Recommended Strategies 9 4.22

-National Organizations, Publica-
tions, Conferences, and Meetings:
How to Get Involved .. 8 3.63

-Large Group Session: Reports on
Strategies for Dealing with Model
Program and Liaison Concerns = 12 - 4.00

Tuesday, June 24
-Planning and Implementing e

Program Evaluation 15 4.47
Small Groups to Generate
Recommended Strategies 12 4.50

-Non-Discriminatory Assessment
Part I .. 14 4.14).
Part I I -: 13 4.46

Small GrQl.ips to Generate
SXrategies`to Deal with
Assessment Concerns 111 4.18

-HCEEP. Minority LeAdership. Con-
sortium Business Meeting 12 4.42

Wednesday, June 25 .

-Problem Solving and Communication 10 4.00
Small Groups to Generate
Recommended Strategies .. 9 4.00

-Workirig with Parents and Farpies 7 4.14
Small Groups to Generate
Recommended Strategies 2 4.50

-Awareness: Funding Sources,
'Federal Legislation, ands"
OSE Programs . ,. 7 4.57



SUMMARY OF COMMENTS

Participants were asked to comment on the overall
quality,,topics, and format of individual -sessions. Four
participants specifically commented on the session, "Plan-
ning and .Implementing Program Evaluation," indicating that

. the presentation of difficult material was straightforward and
practical. Participants also commented positively on the, ses-
sions, "Trends in Cultural Pluralism"; "Developing Imple-
menting, and Disleminating the Educational Model"; Nondis-
crimi ory Asses§ment"; "HCEEP Minority Leadership Con-
sortia Business Meeting"; and "Awareness: Funding
Source Federal Legislation and OSE Programs." The com-
ments a t these sessions primarily indicated that the in-.
formation ovided was useful to the participants Sand that
the sessions were releVant to the conference themes

Many participants indicated that the opportunity to in-
teract with other _minority leaders was the most positive as-
pect of the workshop. A recurrent theme throughout the
responses was the sharing 'of common experiences and the
establishment of a network of minority leaders. Several
participants saw the sessions devoted to generating stra-

-/"' tegies as an important step forward from last year's con-
ference and found that the discussion of strategies provided
valuable information.

'The responses to a question about the weakest aspect
of the workshop indicated that the participant felt more
time shbuld have been allocated to the small grou strategy-
generating sessions, so that the strategies could ave been
discussed more fully. Several comments indicated the ses-
sion on trends in cultural pluralism, while presenting, useful
Information on the topic, skirted the real issues.

Respondents indicated the topics and issues they want
to have addressed at future Minority Leadership Workshops,

Q'
including more information on the development of IEPs for
minority children, the review of actual evaluation designS-
appropriate for measuring minority "children's progress,
other perspectives on nondiscriminatory assessment, assist-
ance in grant writing, communicating multicultural sensitivi-
ty to majority educators,/ and leagpirat value systems and
cultural differences and 'relating th to learklg styles in
a functional way. '

.to Participants were asked to rate the benefit they antici-
pated the workshop would have on themselves and their pro-
jects in the fifture. Based upon 11 responses, the mean
rating' was 4.4 (5 indicated "of great ben t14), indicating
that the participants predictbhat the information will' have a

Pgreat effect on their future endeavors.
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Participants also 'provided feedbaC'k on workshop or- ,,ganization, hotel location and accommodations, and other is-sues related to the ;meeting. A few individuals expressedan interest in shorter presentations with more time for dis-cussion and reflection. Several respondents indicated thatgreater use of visual aids would enliven the lengthier pre-sentations. Respondents indicated that the meeting was welt,conducted and the accommodations were excellent.In sum, the conference met the needs of the HCEEPminority leaders by providing presentations that were mean-ingful to their concerns and which were viewed as having ,lasting benefit in their pr,gram administration.

"-...
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